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Railroaders Theme Song Is
Recorded By Ham Ethridge

P.T.A. Meeting Reveals Critical
Space Need In S. Fulton School

Thanks to "Ham" Ethridge the visitors this coming
season,
local radio man, baseball fan and decided that the Fulton
team had
••••-•-•÷aasaa•sa+++.44-sesea44+4 sports booster deluxe, the Fulton a tailor-made theme
By A News Reporter
song just
At an enthusiastic meeting of the South Fulton Parent-Teacher
Railroaders baseball team now waiting to be recorded
Prepared for Anything Defor regAssociation held Tuesday a school problem of trenendo
has a theme song ... and besides ular use.
us proporpartment: If good playing doesn't
heing the only theme song in the
tions was revealed to a News reporter when it WaS made
Securing a couple of blank
work this year the Railroaders
known
Kitty
League,
that
it
the
is
school
probably
is
in
the
dire
records, a recorder, a microphone
need of additional class-room facilities
aren't going to take it lying
Mrs. Lily Nolen Luten passed
most
unique
in
the
Research
business.
done
and
plenty
by
this reporter revealed that the school is
of wire, Ham drove to
down. To-wit:—The Fulton Baseaway Wednesday afternoon at
It all came about in this fash- Pierce Station early one
ball Association have received
after12:40 at her home on Carr St. equipped to handle approximate 4
ion.
ly
noon
350
last
week
students,
and set up his
while the total
two new prayerw—Fulton Daily
She was born December 8, 1852,
er group that almost 100 firstBesides being known as the apparatus at the I.C. main
Leader.
line,
the daughter of Judge and Mrs. enrollment for this year is up- grade students have already
"Railroaders" the local ball park placing the micropho
regwards
of
660.
Early indications
ne along
William
Augustus
Nolen
istered
of Pa- are that the school
for the fall semester.
the side the tracks. As No. 1 (City of
Sometimes the want ad page in is located right alongside
will ernoll
ducah.
She
was
first
married
Accordin
to
g to Mac Burrow,
a newspaper has it all over Illinois Central main line, where New Orleans) came tearing aCharles R. Adams of Paducah nearly 800 students next year, principal, the serious space
probwith preliminary reports receivthe comic page when it comes to considerable switching and train long, Ham motioned for the enand
to
this
marriage
lem
her
has
son,
prevailed
since before
ed by members of Parent-Teachbeing funny-. Maybe it's because movement usually takes place gineer to whistle. The same proWilliam
Adams
who
survives
the
war,
her
when
during
some action was
ball game broadcasts.
cedure was used for a fast freight
the funniest things always seem
was born.
taken on the part of school paAs a result, broadcasts and an- train. The recording of the
to happen when people are not
whistHOLDS POST—Mrs.Charles
trons
to
relieve
nouncements during games have les approaching the micropho
the situatiora
In 1876 she came to live in
toying to be twiny. The following
ne,
Dixon has been re-elected
The war however, with its maFulton and for many years operclassified ads appeared in the been frequently drowned out by and the teriffic rumble as the
p esident of the Ladles' Auxterial shortages precluded any
rumbling trains, blaring whistles freight passed the point,
ated a small private school, then
Louisville Commercial of 1893, so
was
iliary of the Veterans of Fordefinite action being taken to
bells, steam and what have you. brought to Fulton and
later taught at Carr Institute Aar
"auditionyou see this has been going on
add buildings for additional classeign Wars at Fulton, Ky.
Visiting radio announcers and ed" for effect.
a number of 3-ears. She was marfor a long time:
photo mute." of Commercial Appeal
reporters have frequently devotAn organizational meeting to room space.
ried June 6, 1905, to Dr. J. R.
The recarded piercing shrieks
"Help Wanted— Woman
Renewed efforts to secure serto ed as much time to this sidelight and rumbles
Luten, beloved Fulton physician, select members to serve on a
of trains which you
nurse lady sick during the day as they have to
the game. Sev- v,a11 hear before the home ball
who proceeded her in death in Citizen's Health Committee for iously needed buildings are, being
only."
eral, during the past winter, games this year will
this end of the-county was held made at this time by a speinal
1921.
be either
"Lost—On Jefferson street car, have wondered just how the rail- kNaoken
Wednesday at the Elk's Club corrunittee appointed by the Par25 fo
rrom
a itaa
ratinfsreiN
go
h
.
t
N
rn
o
.
a
d
2
e
,
Mrs. Luten was a charter mern- with Judge Homer
piano instructor."
road trains down in Fulton have
Roberts rep- ent-Teacher Association, which
ber
includes nine school patrons and
of the Daughters of the resenting the fiscal court
"For Sale—Brand new combi- been getting along.
last Wednesday at Pierce Station.
and
American
the president of the P.-T.A. Oil
Revolution, and the Mrs. Ward Bushart acting
"Ilam" Ethridge, not overlooknation folding bed and piano."
The Fulton "Railroaders" now
as the
United
Daughter
committee are two members
s of the Confed- temporary chairman.
"Wanted—The acquaintance of ing a bet to have more fun with have a theme song
eracy. She also was a charter
With a representation of civ- of the South Fulton Booster Club
a lady not over 25 by a man of
member of the First Methodist ic, cultural and
who
are school patrons.
school groups
(The News is indebted to church.
30; non-mercenary working girl
Besides her son, she is nominations were received
According to Mr. Burrow classMrs. H. G. Butler for the fine
for
preferred."
survived by one brother, Mr. Bob members to serve on
es are conducted in the halls, on
the comreport she has handed in on the
Nolen of Fulton and several mittee suggested by
Dr. Bruce the stage of the terribly inadespeaking engagement she at- nieces
If you're dreading that next
and nephews.
Underwood, State Health Com- quate auditorit,rn and in the
tended in Mayfield of Judge
to the dentist, read this
Interment was made at Padu- missioner to act as
watch-dogs gymnasium. Athough space is
and be thankful you're a human
KellY, Judge of the cah April 14, with the
Paul over civic health matters. Elected being built on the elementary
Juvenile
being instead of an dephant.
Court
in
Memphis.
Hornbeak Funeral Home
(Ed's Note: A little girl with hard work too
in from the city of Fulton are: Mrs. school building it will not even
of getting the Ful- Nationally famotts Judge Kelly
Four men at a veterinary hos- a bright future and a nose for
charge.
Ward Bushart and Russell Pitch- partially relieve the crowded conton bands ready.
is America's foremost authori•
pital in Negapatam, India, tugged ne vs took pen in hand last
ford; from the outlying sections: ditions. Badly needed are the
Our foults were very lovely. ty on problems
confronting
for 30 minutes on a rope tied to week and wrote her own byRoy Bard and Mrs. Pauline Wag- following: A new auditorium, a
Jerry Atkins
We had comicly flouts and some ' teenagers today. R. L, McNatt
a cow elephant's first molar be- line story of the Army Day pa- very
goner. Also to serve on the com- gym, a home economics departspendly ones made. the of Dresden also attended the
On
for the tooth was finally. extract- rade. Our "star" reporter who
Radio
mittee are the following: Dr. ment and a cafeteria.
YMCA (YMBC) foult v.-ere very meet).
ed. And for two weeks prior to took notes on the event is Ella
Bob Fowlkes, member of the
Russell Rudd, representing the
pretty. The Amican Legon and
Tonight
that, the elephant wa.s given dai- Doyle, nine-year old daughter
Only those who heard Judge
medical profession; Dr. J. L. Obion County School Board told
Bay Scout were very pretty. The
ly treatment designed to loosen of Mrs. George Doyle and her
Jerry
Atkins, a "superior" Jones, Jr., representing the denlittle children enjoyed the foults Camille Kelly discuss delinqu!
the molar, which proected so far article n printed herewith ver- that
(Continued on page 4)
ency at the high school at May- pianist and so designated at the ists; Clyde Corum
throw of candy the most.
the fiscal
out of line the animal could not batim. The News believes the
music
festival
held at Murray court and Mrs. g. B. Gordon,
field last Thursday night can
chew properly.
sincerity of the article pretty
really know what was missed by State College last weekend cIeprrke.
will appear on the radio tonight
well sums up the whole VFW
those who did not attend.
sent at yesterday's meetThe tooth, removed under loIn a style of her own, Judge at 8•15 p.m. over Station WENK. , nig were Harry Barry, County
cal anesthetic, weighed 9 pounds, celebration).
in.
Union
City.
He
will
appear
I
sanitatio
n officer
and
Kelly held the large t'audience
Mrs.
had a grinding surface* of 11 in.
..spellbound" for about two hours on the program .the Editor ' Grace Cavender, who must have
By Ella Doyle
ches and a root 14 inches long.
Speaks,
a
public
sehrict
proa
feeling
WA
I
of accomplishment
She covered many of her past
--Big Day in Fulton April 6.
lin seeing a dream come true. Both
experiences, in a most fascinating gram of that station.
Why Eds. Skip Town—
Yes, April 6 v,.as a big day. The
Jerry,
the
son
of
Mr.
and
popular
health
officers were sugway. In a typically Christ-like
"Mrs. W—is enjoying it visit VFW Post made that day to. I
Harry Poynor of Hickman
manner of humbleness and en- Mrs. Smith Atkins, is a piano gesting citizen's health commitK.
P.
Dalton,
Fulton
political
with her mother. She says she know they worked hard too, betirely unassuming, she told how student of Mrs. Doris Wiley , tee long before Dr. Underwood herewith authorizes the News to
leader,
has
interested
himself
in
and is considered one of the ! brought the plan in the open announce that he
may stall all winter."—Michigan cause anybody who saw the pais a candidate
the efforts of citizens of Ken- she has saved souls from repetirade would have know it too.
most accomplished musicians and it was their insistence and for the office
paper.
tion of sin and led them to the
of Jailer of Fulton
tucky,
living
along
or
in
the
viYes.
in
I think we should all
this section.
"Mrs. B-- expects to have a
agitation
that
County
may
have
straight
subject
had
and
to
the decision
narrow way, by her
cinity of the Union City-to-ClinTune in tonight and hear great influence on the state-wide of the Democrat
garter removed by the Mayo thank the VFW Post for such a
ic primary on
ton road to influence the Ken- counsel and guidance.
Jerry play.
find parade.
Brothers."—Minnesota paper.
programm
ing
of
Aug.
such
6,
1949
a
group.
and
that
he respecttucky state highway department
The Fine Arts Department of
fully, solicits your support arid
The parade consists of 7 bands, I to hard surface this highway, and the Mayfield Woman's Club
is to
If a creel census taken by the 50 foults. Those
influence to that end.
that marched he is to appear before Kentucky be commended in having offered
Fisheries Department of the Di- were Army,
Mr. Poynor needs no introducAmican Legon, Cub state officials on this matter on such public service to local citivision of Game and Fish may be Scouts, Boy
tion to the voters, having been
Scouts, Girl. Semite. April 20.
zens. Judge Kelly was the first
taken as accurate, then Kentucky
born arid reared here and having
The ba.nds did quiet nice perfishermen spent almost $10,000.000 fomancs
D. T. Taylor of the State Line
reared his own family of five
of witch we all enjoyed.
(Continue on page five)
last year in pursuit of their favroad,
one of those who is deeply
children in this community. He
Mr. Youll Harrison did some
orite sport.
interested in the campaign for
has always been a Democrat and
improving this mad, said that Doctor's Day Observed;
his loyalty to the party is above
A breakdown of the figures
Progra
another
m
question.
Funds
meeting of interested
Wednesday
Coming In Fine
reveals that each of those quescitizens will be called at Jordan
This is Mr. Poynor's first time
tioned made an average of 14 For Baseball Finance
Doctor's Day, a State holiday
after Mr. Dalton's return from
to ask the voters for a public
plus fishing trips during
set
a side to pay annual tribute
the
office but he emphasized, in disFinances to carry the Fulton Frankfort the state capital.
year, and the cost for each fishto the medical profession was
cussing his candidacy, that his
About 10 days ago, some 100
erman for each trip averaged Baseball Association through the
appropriately observed in Fulexperience as Deputy Jailer un$2.49. This would mean that with season are almost in sight, W. W. citizens met at the Evans groc- ton when the Hickman-Fulton
der Mrs. Inez Shanklin especiala $1.00 license fee each of these Evans told the News at press ery in Jordan and there discuss- Counties Medical Society Auxly fits him for the office of Counfishermen spent a total of $36.40 time- on Thursday. Nearly 54000 ed at length plans for furthering iliary acted as hostesses to the
ty Jailer and will enable him to
was collected in the first two their petition for the surfacing
during the year.
Medical Society with a buffet
perform the dutie3 of the office ,
days of the drive, with a large of this highway.
supper at the home of Dr. and
more efficiently than could anyThe census also revealed that number of call-backs'to be made.
The Tennessee state highway Mrs. Glynn Bushart. Mrs.
Lois
one unaccustomed to these reMr. Evans urges those who department several
each fishing trip was of a ltitle
years ago Haws paid tribute to the late
sponsibilities. This position as
more than five and
one-half have not made their donation to hard-surfaced this road from Un- Dr. Blackerby, who was
State
Deputy Jailer he held for one
hours and that the take was 2.71 call any member of the commit- ion City to the state
line. If Commissioner of Health and who
year, doing practically everything
fish per trip. Fishermen in Liv- tee and do so, so that the way Kentucky paves this roarl
up to passed away last year. Mrs. Ward
the office entailed.
ingston county had the highest can be cleared to start some Clinton, the nev, pavement
will Bushart explained the purpode
Mr. Poynor Stated that he is
take in the state, the census mighty good games.
- BIG CATCH AT KENTUCKY LAKE: Four Fulton fisherme
serve hundreds of citizens of of Doctor's Day.
n
making the race on his own merH. II. Bugg, chairman of the Kentucky and will serve
showed, with each trip being aland the record 75-lb. catch made last Sunday at Harmon Creek,
through
Acting
as
co-hostes
ses
its,
for thd
with special promises to no
most four hours and the take per exhibition games states that the motorists on Highway 51 by
Kentucky Lake. The 58 Crapliie and 2 Pike were caught
giv- occasion were: Mesdames Clanby
nne, and he pledges that, if electtrip being 12 and one-half fish. following have been booked: Sun- ing them a shortcut between
(left to right) Chester Sellars, Union City driver for OK Launton
Meacham
,
Glynn
ed,
Bushart,
he
vrill abide by the law and
Henderson fishermen average 3.3 day April 24, at Mayfield; May 1, Clinton and Fulton, cutting off a
dry; Malcolm Bell, Route manager for OK Laundry, Fulton;
Ward Bushart and Peter Trinca.
do everything in hia power to
hours per trip and yielded 4.9 Mayfield, here; Monday, April 25 good many miles of the Highway
Bailey Roberts, West Fulton driver for OK Laundry; Red BowSeveral out-of-town doctors
fulfill the duties of Jc'ler imat Paducah; Tues. Aprl. 26, Pa- 51 route now passing
fish on each jaunt.
through were present at the meeting and
lin, Fulton carpenter and painter.
partially and to the b-st interests
ducah here.
Fulton.
social function.
(Photo courtesy Denny's Studio).
of the people of Fultan County.
Jack B. Kellam, head of the
Mr. Poynor hopes; ta canvass
art department at Centre Coleach voter personally b.d"are the
lege, has been awarded first
Primary, but in the ,
.vent that
prize of $250 in the 22nd annual
this is impossible he earnestly
Kentucky and Indiana Art Exsolicits your vote ani your inhibition in Louisville, it
was
A little boy by the name of ! Mo., enclosed several of
fluence in his behalf.
announced here. Kellam's winner
Joe's showed equal interest that such two reasons. One
of them is Joe, legislature that would revise our
a portrait of his mother, topped Joe Johnson, son of Mr. and papers to lhow the !pengress ' outstanding work could be
done and the other is Mrs. Payne and local assessment structure
and in Bridge Party Planned
60 other entries in the exhibit Mrs. Ward Johnson is respon- that the young student was mak- by a student so young.
fact
the
that
she is a part of the turn give badly needed increased
which is sponsored by the Art sible for this story. As a matter ing in his studies. The aunt, Mrs.! In appreciation of Joe's work,
staff
of
Fulton
schools.
salaries to the excellent staff of By Altar Society Ladies
Center Association of the Uni- of fact, little seven year old Annie Dupree, was visiting with Miss Ryder showed the papers
This recognition of Joe's tal- teachers. The governor found
Joe, in a small gesture, has a lady in her apartment building
The annual Easter
it
versity of Louisville
to her own fourth grade class, ents is all the more significant within
Monday
summed up to the letter, the ex- in that city at the time the lethis province to veto that , bridge party sponsored
by the
who in turn spent part of their when one considers the statement bill,
The award was presented to cellence of Fulton's school sys- ter arrived, and just as
but it is with amusement Altar Society of St.
a matter scho6laday writing letters to Joe, made recently
Edward's
to Supt. Holland that whose who worked on the Catholic Church
Kellam by a representative of tem and without his knowing of proud concern for her
bright (hd" received 40 of them) telling by the a Board of
will be held aEqualization, bill view the new assessment gain this year
Aetna Oil Company which do- has paid a signal tribute to his young nephew showed
at the Woman's
the pap- him in general what they thought who made a
survey of the local bill recently passed hy the leg- Club, A cordial
nated the first-place prize.
teacher Mrs. Elizabeth Payne, ers to the lady, who happened
invitation is beof him. A typical letter follows: school system. One of them com- islature
and expleined on the ing issued to card enthusias
and given recognition generally to be Miss L. Ryder, a fourthts to
Ashland School mented as follows:
front page of section two in -this make reservations
Contracts for black-topping of the work that efficient su- grade teacher in the
with Mrs.
St. Louis
St. Louis, Mo.
"Mr. Holland you do not have issue.
the Middle Road out of Fulton perintendent W. L. Holland and schools,
Glenn Dunn at phone 1032 or any
March 23, 1949 the best school in the State for
Intentionally, or unintentional- member of the organizat
will be let next Friday, April 22, his corps of teachers have been
And that's how it all began.
ion.
"Dear Joe:
obvious reasons, but you have ly the new law contains two of
the News learned yesterday. in doing.
Bridge, bingo and other games
Miss Ryder scanned the papI think your papers were very the best organization of any the most importan
the meantime, some filling of
t
It happened like this:
will
provision
be enjoyed and a large
s of
ers carefully and was fairly a- nice and neat. When Miss Ryder
school system we have evaluated. House Bill 286, the Fulton bill. crowd is
bad spots has been underway.
Sometime during last month mazed to learn that Joe was only
expected.
said that you were seven years For what you have to work with One is that
the city can make its
Mrs. Payne conducted a language seven years old; his writing aold I couldn't believe it, I know we can say that your school is own assessmen
The News is delighted to wel- project in her second grade class. bility and his general
ts
for
school
purP.-T.A.
HEADS NAMED
apititude, that when I was seven years old the best in the State."
poses and the other is that the
come back to Fulton, Richard Jc)e, an exceptionally bright stu- learned through his
Mrs. J. E. Campbell has been
letter, indi- I couldn't write that good.
This statement, in view of the city ran hire a man to collect its elected president
Looney and his interesting fami- dent turned in a very good pap- cated that he was a
of the Terrychild whose
Your friend,
insurmountable obstacles Supt. schools taxes, thereby,by-passing Norman P.-T.A.
ly. Dick is associated with the er, and subsequently received a schooling was superior.
Other newly
DONALD QUEST." Holland encounters daily. Spring the 4 percent commissi
A-I Cleanera and is mighty glad good grade. His mother was
on that elected officers to serve the next
Miss Ryder took the papers to
weather brings to mind the)cgoes to the Sheriff for collection school year
to get back here too. The Looneys pleased with the type of work school with her and
are:
Mrs. Charles
showed
And what's more there could heart-breaking, losing fight that purposes in 1950.
attend the Baptist Church and that Joe had been doing, and in them to members of
The law be- Bowers, vice president; Mrs. Ifthe faculty hardly be many students in St. the school
fought last year to
reside at 305 Paschall street
writing her aunt in St. Louis, of the
roy Latta, treasurer and Mrs.
Ashland School
who Louis who do as well as Joe, for get a bill passed through the ,
(Continued on page ten)
T. J. Smith, Jr., secretary.
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Joe Johnson Sums Up School Excellence To a I"

HARRY POYMOR IS
OUT FOR JAILER
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rethat
sound
has
a
it
that
and
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Services were held Friday af- Miss Owens was selected for this
by McFeetters
veals orange blossoms and plan- ternoon at the Church of Christ
t rim
thing.
of
sort
all
that
tations
and
WEstphelinR
M.
R. Paul and Johanna
iHr James Reuben (Jim) Pierce
, In actuality, it reveals whatev- who died Thursday morning at
EDITORS and PL BLISHERS
Mr. and Mrs. T. K. Russell
er you want it to reveal and may
he Fulton Hospital. Burial, un- have returned from a business
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
of
direction
der
trip to Memphis.
. ern than Middle Western. The
Home in Union City,
whole background of the express- som Funeral
OBTEUARIES, Card of Thanks, Business Notices and Political Cards
He
Cemetery.
Grove
Oak
in
was
_
ion needs further study, especialdsarged at the rates specified by advertising department.
, ly to see why it became so was 72. Mr. Pierce was born in
BUbscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. ElseWeakley County, Tenn., and had
I widely used.
where $2.50 a year.
It is easy to see how this same made his home here for the past
spirit works in other words., several years. He leaves two
Zntered as second class matter June 28, 1933 at the post office at
of
North of the Ohio River blouse sons, Harry Wayne Pierce
Fulton, Kentucky, under the act of March 3, 1879.
For yourself,
Rdivinegr • Fulton, Johnnie Pierce of Dresl1ss blsoouustei; \ fit ht;hteheoshsiou n
e
s
i
i
v
like
young
heart
for your family,
the
There is . . . nothing that keeps
PresMrs.
den; three daughters,
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
for your friends
the s sounds like z. Both pro- ton Watts ot Fulton, Mrs. Ellis
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
. . a picture
nunciation occur, of course, in Beggs of Fulton and Mrs. Lowell
dictionaries; but most people do Lusk of Union City; and seven
says more than
Don't Forget It!
not use dictionaries It would g andchildi en.
a thousand
seem that some people might
corporain
stockholders
words!
percent
of
Women represent 50
say blooze, which would be like OLETHA OWENS SELECTED
AV'
the original word in French. And
tions, control 70 percent of Nation's wealth, hold 40 percent
P•ztOletha Owens, a junior
Make an A p
why do not some Southerners
titles to homes, 57 percent savings bank deposits, 42 percent
at South Fulton High School and
Northsome
and
the
s-sound
point Today.
use
for
dollar
consumers'
percent
85
spend
returns,
tax
income
erners the z-sound? As our dic- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Heradvertisingly
home and family. Obviously, editorially and
tionaries are now made, there is man Owens, was selected as one
no easy way to tell which region- of the four delegates from Obion
they are our :nost important readers.
al pronunciation applies. But County to attend the annual
Fulton
212 Commercial
these same regional sounds con- Tennessee State 4-11 Club ConPhone 693
tinue, whether recorded in books gress in Nashville on April 12,
or not
Five-Cent Cigar May Yet Return
Similarly, greased has the s.HALF PRICE,
than
more
.
now
going
to
buy
The dollar in your pocket is
sound in• North, the z-sound in
the South. When I have asked
it has in a long time and it looks like prices are going to
some Indiana friend why he had
continue to readjust downward in practically all fields.
"In the fine print there was something abnut a power
his car greased, with the strong
company having a right of way!"
s, rather than greased, with the
Within the last month, prices for automobiles, electrical
sounded z, he has replied that he
appliances, real estate and food have taken noticeable drops,
knows greased with the z-sound
but that it means covering with
which is welcome news to the shopper.
grease, like greasing a skillet.
announcement
Leading the news this week was the
Certainly, he insists, he does not
SIFT SITS
want his car covered up with
Monday that the Ford Motor Company was reducing prices
by
grease, He wants the grease apAND
ME
by
ALICE
on their cars from $12 to $120. Prior to this Kaiser-Frazer,
plied at the proper points and
adminisselling
Globe"
as
the
slashed
the
thing
"The
all
that
lish
WilliE-Overland
had
I
know
Alice
and
and
General Motors
there only.
that makes a country great is not tration's mouthpiece.
on to the consumer savings from the lowered
p_f..is_eie,'passing
..
To the unobservant, our langbut
its
wealth,
nor
its
size,
its
COLOGNE and
cost of steel.
"The Entertaining Lady" by uage seems consistent, but a few
people—and the spirit of those
Vera Bloom is another how to do words, even, would convince the
people.
less.
One
costing
sections
are
also
New homes in many
DUSTING POWDER
or how not to do book. It is a most set-in-his-ways person that
we are not regularized by any
large builder explained that the cost of construction labor
In vast areas of the world, no- quick full length view of the en- means. We
laugh at the Irish for
$ I00
Seimikei lign• 0.4
tably India, Asia and Africa, only tertaining lady we want to be. pronouncing ea as a, forgetting
has not dropped, but that workmen were turning in on the
5 percent to 15 percent of the inaverage a third more work each day than a few months
our great. We laugh even more
Reg.$2.00, NOW I No Us
Aligators have extra eyelids-- I loudly at the Englishman for
habitants know how to read.
ago, which actually reduces the cost of building by onethird.
transparent—enabling them to saying Darby for what we call
This builder, in Kentucky, said that many new houses are
A double barrelled report for keep their eyes open under wat- derby, but what about sergeant?
This delightful after-the-bath duo is a
milady on the Spring fashions er.
going unsold and that price tags are being trimmed to match
Similarly, levtenant for lieutencharming gift! Now, you can give—and savel
both in the U. S. and in Paris
ant is funny, but so is kernal for
the reduced liemand.
For the regular price of one, get TWO:
The steadily rising trend of ac- colonel? Just about all the rules
tells that the general trend is
cidents
involving
youthful
drivtoward
flares.
It
may
be
a
flarone
for a gift ... one for YOU!
that
can
be
made
about
English
at
apradios
listed
many
week
paper
this
Memphis
A
ed collar a flared jacket, a flared ers, especially those between 18 can have exceptions. It is well to
Choose from several fragrances, today!
proximately half their former price. Refrigerators have
hat . . to give your costume a and 24 years of age, should be a know that this language, and no
been reduced in cost, along with many other home apmatter of gravest concern to other language, grew according
"flair" include a flare.
to -any rules that the layman can
everyone.
pliances.
state. The whole thing is so comA cure for cancer can't be
Are you the type who holds a plicated that we wonder when we
Even with lower prices, many businesses report difbouglit. gt will coma, in all
probability, as a retult of re- cup °nee with a crooked _finger? actually agree over wide areas
---flerilties in moving merchandise which was previously besearch. The end results of re- Why not be a natural simple in the use of a single distinctive
ing sold without effort. In cther words, the btiyers market
search will be obtained by the person who has made an art in- expression like you-all.
seems to be coming in as the sellers market goes out.
patient building of fact upon stead of a chore of living?
VISITS MEDITERRANEAN
fact. 18,000,000 people now alive
who
One curious' fact is that a lot of those persons
Alice and I are reminded of a ' James C. Ruddle, fireman,
will die of cancer unless new
have said prices were too high have jumped the fence and
treatments and cures are found. friend (in a not too distant city) USN son of Mrs. Otis Ruddle of
who was ipvited to attend a 817 Fairview avenue, Fulton -is
now claim the price trend shows we are entering a deThe sword
a sign of vigilant bridge par* as a tea guest. Now, scheduled to visit many ports in
pression. In effect, they admit they had rather have the
independence in! the canton this friend worked for several; the Mediterranean during April
high prices. Business is still above normal and it seems a
(county) of Appenzell, Switzer- days to get things in order at while serving on the destroyer
land. It is a symbol for the peo- home so that she might be free USS Larscn, which is expected to
little silly to forecast a depression at the present time. The
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
ple in that part of Switzerland, to look into the social life of her stop at Venice, Naples, and Legdownward price trend is a normal and healthy sign after
town.
While
the
refreshments
which has been a custom for ovhorn, Italy; Trieste, Nice, France
inflation unless it is carried to extremes. This can only
er 400 years.
were being served at the party, and the Principality of Monaco.
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
happen when business men lose their nerve, retrench too
one bridge player looked askance
Legend has it that F. P. Blair at her and said, "But my dear, U.& Pallerisra-Pus4
much, sell at too little, and bring on a depression as a
(original owner of the famed what DO you do if you DON'T
For Prompt Service Phone 502
result of their own jitters. But boom or bust, have a good
Blair House in Washington) came play bridge?" Our friend sat CHICKS
Stock r_s_lsed on rich
time, for the era of the five-cent cigar is returning.
from Kentucky at President An- quietly for a second, then said range. Blood tested.
rigxe
Art
h L,
d straight
—Greenfield (Tenn.) Gazette
drew Jackson's request to estab- "Oh, I just sit at home and rock.'' Se
run or started
CHICKS_

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Memory Lives
In Pictures

I
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FOOTNOTES

LENNOX

OIL AND COAL FURNACES

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

thick*. Priced

Telling Our Side Of The Story
Last January, the American people, acting through their
chosen representatives, took cne of the most important, and
even revolutionary, decisions ever taken in the history of
our foreign relations. The real significance of the change
which was made in the conduct of our fcreign policy is not
yet appreciated, or even understood, by many people.
Just a year ago, a law was enacted providing that the
Department of State should continually carry .out, as an integral part of the conduct cf our foreign relations, an information, or "propaganda'' campaign, if you wish, intended
to reach over and through and around foreign governments,
direct to the peoples of foreign countries.
Let us face the significance of this decision squarely.
In our propaganda activity, we are not primarily concerned
whether foreign governments like what we ;ay to their people. We are only concerned with what the people themselves think abcut it.
Until a few years ago, governments normally conducted
their foreign relations exclusively with other governments.
They wrote diplomatic notes and expressed their governments' policies to foreign officials.
At present the American Government is appealing direct to foreign peoples every day, speaking to them in their
own tongue, in a Voice of America radio program designed
to tell foreigners what we wish to say to them, and not necessarily what their own governments may wish them to
know.
While the American Government did not originate this
new practice of appealing directly with foreign peoples, we
do not regard the development as dis-advantageous to us.
Quite the contrary. We believe we can play the game as
well as the next man, and much better than any totalitar-

1
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perior story to tell, and with supreme confidence in this
superiority we cannot fail to triumph.

Olive Street

donthvifft41. Rigor
you've had a
DEMONSTRATION of the
new, fully automatic...

TAPP11.11
Welcome!Comesee us
without obligation
$199.60
27.50
0.00

B-63 TAPPAN RANGE
INSTALLATION
500 POUND "AIRLENE GAS" BOTTLE

S227.10

All Three For Only

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY OF FULTON
FULTON, HY.

PHONF 060
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KENTUCKY HATCHERY. All Le•dinif Broods
D. D. Slade. Pres. 317 W. Sth St.. Lexington 1(7.

Now so
ofthe

REGIONAL LANGUAGE
almost universal in the Southern
The longer I study regional states and be a freak elsewhere
language, the more I am amazed ! except at the borders of the
that a single pronunciation, not South? Of course, there are some
necessarily appearing in a dic- areas in the South where youtionary, will have a wide area of uns replaces you-all, but such
usage. It is easy tosee how soine areas are not very large. Whereas
local pronunciation would pene- you-uns smacks of the hillibIlly
trate into surrounding sections of or the poorly-educated, you-all is
the country. Some well-known a word of every social class. Peo
local celebrity might give cur- ple who came into contact with
rency to a sound that others typical old .Southern ways use
would imitate, intentionally or it; but so do people who never '
unintentionally. But how can were on a plantation and knew
such sounds, without the aid of nothing about the slave economy.
books and radio and other learn- Just how did the earlier users
ed ways, come to be the accepted of you-all come to use it at all?
form among people hundreds of When you ceased to be a plural
miles away? Of course, most of only, it certainly was obvious
our usages are oral, anyway, and that some plural was needed; but
books influence most people only why not dozens of such plurals,
or
one for each neighborhood
at second hand.
Suppose we take you-all as an social set? Of course, there has
illustration. Why should it be grown up a consciousness that

ian government can ever play it.
We shall win the propaganda war. We shall do so not
because the individuals engaged in this activity on our side
are abler individuals than our opponents. We shall win because democracy is a sounder system of government than
any other that has ever been devised. We have a vastly su-

.
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SAVE TIME—"BOWL-MIX" TWO POUNDS TOGETHER
(And save money—no extra cost tacked on for a "squeeze bag")
•"It's a waste of money," thousands of women
tell UB, "to pay two to three cents extra for margarine in a 'squeeze bag.'"
What you really want,of course,is to buy yellow
margarine at the modest price it can be made for
you, right in the churn—when the law permits!
Until then, tbe makers of Nucoa refuse to add
one penny of trick-package cost to this topquality margarine.

And money isn't the only saving! With Nucoes
easy "bowl-mix" you can save time and bother
by coloring two pounds together, make it just the
degree of yellow you like; mold it in balla, squares
or other shapes to suit your taste.
"And is colors so much more evenly!" women

gey.
Millions agree! Ask your grocer for Nucoa-America's moat popular margarine.

Cat*-5fted LototuiA %am

NUCOA

205 COMMERCIA
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The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
Dairymen Urged To
Better Cream Care

Attention Farmers:

DEAD' STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks
Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING (O.
Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks
Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp
Cat(ish

THE DERBY CAFE
Hugh Fly, Owner
Junction West State Line and Union City Hi-way

CURB SERVICE

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

ELAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROON1
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS

OWN YOUR OWN HOME
Pay Rent to Yourself and
Provide for the Future!
FHA Approred Homes

COVINGTON SUB-DIVISION
PHONE 1029-W

FULTON, KY.
•

Here Are Important Points
To Look For In Your New Home1. Location—Near schools, churches, and
shopping center.
2: Conveniences—Electricity, phone service,
water sewerage, streets.
3. Financing
•
4. Proper design for
ypur enjoyment and
possible future sales.
5. Adequate size lot.
6. Assurance of a well-built home.
The Covington sub-division has the above points and your
guarantee is the ability of receiving a full FHA loan
on these homes,

JACK C COVINGTON
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Tax Conunissioner
Exams Announced
The epartment of Revenue has
announced the following places
and dates for examination for
county tax commissioner in this
area. Owensboro, April 26 Paducah April ‘27, and Bowling
Green April 28.

Fulton county's white clover,
Ky. 31 fescue, lespedeza, red
clover and redtop seed crops last
year sold for approximately $750,
000. These crops were grown on
about 10,000 acres.
Fulton county farmers produced 1.080,000 bushels of corn
on 27,000 acres the past year.
This corn was worth about $1,350,000.
"The grass and clover seed was
worth more than half as much
as the corn," noted County Agent
John Et. Watts, "and the 10,000
acres growing them were improved while the 27,000 acres in
corn were being depleted."
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ALWAYS A
FRIENDLY WELCOME

"If your state income tax return is not filed by midnight
April 15th, you will be delinquent
and subect to a penalty," the
Department of Revenue remind
taxpayers.

Try Our Daily Dinner
and Luncheon Specials.

Collections to March 15th were
up $1,000,000 over 1948. Number
of returns, received by the department, are up approximately
75 per cent.

RUSHTON'S CAFE

East State Line at Stoplight
HUGH RUSIITON, Prop.

—7—

Soon after April 15, the field
staff will begin income tax investigations in each district.

Homemaker Meetings
Made Known by Leaders
Dates of 12 district meetings
for members of homemakers
clubs have been announced from
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics, University of
Kentucky.

Where There's Coca-Cola
...There's Hospitality.
'

The meetings will be held as
follows: Crestwood, April 25;
Bardstown, April 26; Hartford,
April 27; Franklin, April 28;
Henderson, April 29; Barlow,
April 30; Somerset, May 2; Berea,
May 3 Hazard, May 4; Maysville, May 5; Georgetown, May
6, and Newport, May 7.

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

Daily Rates
$1.25 and up
When in Fulton, Visit The

EARLE HOTEL
"FULTON'S FINEST"
Ne A Heating System — Newly Remodeled
FREE PARKING

The new law passed by the extraordinary session of the General Assembly requires that a
candidate for county tax commis. sioner must pass an examination
I given by the Department of Rey. enue before his or her name can
be placed on the ballot in pri
mary or general election. All old
certificates outstanding from examinations in prior years were
cancelled by the new law
The examinations are required
to be both oral and written this
year.

"WENN..4.41"No.
a"Viest
.

Public Reminded Of
State Tax Deadline

Over one-half of a million dol-.
lars was lost, during 1948, by
! Kentucky farmers through failure to properly take care of their
milk and cream, according to
figures from a large buying agency in the State.
The money was lost in two
ways—from outright rejection of
milk and cream as legally unfit
for human consumption and in
lower returns as cream of secondary quality that could not
be manufactured into a 1st grade
product.
Puor quality milk and cream,
that takes money right out of the
farmer's pocket, is easily elimiated by the simple practice of
cleanliness, proper cooling, and
frequent marketing.
Cream quality hints from the
Henry Morgan, man of merry
buyers include these:
rnoocts, has returned to the air on
Clean cows before milking by Sundays at 9 p.m., EST, over
brushing and washing udder and WLW-NBC in a new comedy proteats.
gram, the "Henry Morgan Show."
Filter milk immediately aftei
milking—using a filter disc
PERSONALS
strainer. Cheese cloth removes
Miss Jane Shelby, a student of
2 1-2 times less sediment and a
wire gauze strainer removes 4 Murray State College; spent the
weekend with her parents, Mr.
times less sediment.
Wash separator everytime it is and Mrs. Claude Shelby.
ii,ed! A dirty separator loses
Mrs. Robert Koelling and rale
you butterfat by slovving up the son of Chicago are the guests of
free flow of milk and cream— her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
causing more butterfat to go in Williams.
the skimmilk; also causes bad
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Jr., has recream.
turned from a visit in St. Louis.
Separate milk immediately afMr. and Mrs. Clifford Shields
ter milking. Delay is a costly and children, Dorothea and
Melinbusiness causing cream to spoil cli, have returned from
a visit in
more quickly and up to 20 per- Paducah.
cent butterfat loss.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Whitnel,
Cool cream immediately after Jr., and daughter, Marolyn,
of
separation by placing can (with Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
are the
lid on tight) in v,rater. Cooling in guests of their parents, Mr.
and
air is slov,•—hastens spoilage. Mrs. W. M. Whitnel, Sr.,
and
Cooling in water is fast—Keeps and Mrs. H. L. Fergurson. Mr
cream fresh.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Duley were
Cream is a perishable food v.-eekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
product that can spoil quickly, Henry Ford in Columbus,
Miss.
even under favorable conditions,
so above all: Market your cream
at least twice per week!

Grass, Legume Seed
Worth Half Of Corn

Builder and Developer

The Jester

1.0

W, J. LARKIN, Mgr.

SOTTLED OHM ALITHOPTY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.

WEEKLY RATES
$5.00

1949, The Coca-Colo Caw:my

Nimammomummammememememor

NOTICE
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP
of the

Huddleston Motor Co.
Lake Street Extension
Now Owned and Operated by

Mr. J. V. Cash
of Fancy Farm, Kentucky
And Will Hereafter Be Known As The

J.V.CASH MOTOR COMPANY
"Your Friendly Ford Dealer"
WILL RETAIN THE SAME EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL
Make This Your Headquarters for Friendly----Courtecus Service

"GENUINE FORD PARTS"
Demonstrating Cars for You to Drive and "Feel the Difference"

tall

Zfishv
ost 04°1-GetAdrieivJie' Axiom
CITY ELECTRIC & TIRE CO.
005 COMMERCIAL

PHONE 401

Moor. only the beet quaff!,
paint for painting your home-there's
oconomy in using
longer lasting. b•ttor loolrtng.
Pittsburgh Paints.

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS(0.
210 Church

Phone 909

Mr- Bill Elliott --- Sales Manager

J. if..,,Cash Motor Co.
J. V. CASH,Owner

Phone 42
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ELIZABETH WITTY, Edit r,
MRS. HORTON BAIRD
ENTERTAINS BRIDGE
CLUB 1VITH SUPPER
Mrs, Horton Baird was hostess to the members of the supper
club Wednesday night at her
home in the Highlands.
A delectable supper was served from the prettily appointed
dining table centered with a beau
tiful arrangement of colorful
Spring flowers.
Following the supper games of
bridge were enjoyed during the
evening. Mrs. Lawrence Holland
was high scorer for the members,
4rs. Homer Wilson was low, and
Itrs. Byron Blagg received guest
high.
Guests were Mrs. Blagg and
Mrs. Hendon Wright, members
attending were Mrs. Holland,
Mrs. Wilson, Airs. Maxwell AicDade. Mrs. W. Al. Blackstone,
and Airs. Russ Anderson.
MISS BONNIE DEDMAN
-1TO WED HARRY REAMS
IN SUMMER CEREMONY
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dedman
announce the engagement of their
Harry
to
daughter, Bonnie
Reams, son of Mr.'and Mrs. Horace Reams of near Fulton.
The wedding will be solemnized in the early summer.
Miss Dedman and Mr. Reams
are both graduates of South Fulton school. She is employed by
Dr. J. L. Jones, Sr., and J. L.
Jones, Jr., as receptionist and he
is engaged in farming.
TUESDAY BRIDGE
CLUB MEETS WITH
MRS. L, O. CARTER
Mrs. L. O. Carter v;as hostess
to the Tuesday afternoon bridge
club at her home,in Fair Heights.

PHONE 926

Mrs. George Batts was a guest
to the club.
After several progressions Airs.
George Batts received high score
prize.
At the close of the games the
hostess served light refreshments
Members playing were Mrs.
V. L. Freeman, Mrs. L. G. Radford, Mrs. Clanton Meacham,
and Mrs. R. C. Pickering.

Personals

.

Fred Whitnel has returned to
his home in Cincinnati, O., after
a weeks visit to his mother, Mrs.
R. C. Whitnel.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Davis are
the guests of his sister, Mrs.
Thelma Russell in Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Airs. Charles Murphy and Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Spellings of- Memphis will tie the Easter guests of
the former's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Tucker.
I. M. Beasley of Jackson, Miss.,
is the guest of Guy Tucker at
.
his home on Park avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Omar and
daughter, Donna Pat, Mrs. Guy
Tucker and Robert Lamb visited
Mrs. Charles Williams who is a
patient in Riverside Hospital in
Paducah Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gentry
will spend Easter with their daughter in Central City, Ky.
Mrs. Mildred White is slowly
improving from a light stroke
about two weeks ago. She is in
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Roy Wade near Cayce, address
Hickman Route 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Holland
will spend the Easter holidays
with her sister, Mrs. F. G. Lewis
in Anchorage, Ky. They will be
joined there by their son, Read,

You Are Cordially Invited
To Attend The Annual

EASTER MONDAY BRIDGE PARTY
11
11

which is 25 studeRts to the president presided and Mrs. Jer•
4c;:cher. In the Ili-JVSchool the ry Strong was in charge c.if the
will° is a student of the Uni‘
:dtuation is even more acute, program.
sity of Kentucky.
!bird, a student of Un.vith 11 teachers and 235 students.
NEW
11thoird) the number of student 7
vor- ity of Kentucky, arrived in—
Pride goeth before destruction,
in the high school is smaller,
Fulton Wednesday to spend tho
ARRIVALS
r
E. AI. "Scotty" Scott, we'l- with tile same number of teach- and an haiighty spirit before a
,r holidays with his parents.
1 !in w•n in Fulton for his associa ..ms as in the elementary school fall.—Prov. 16:18.
Mr. and Air. Horton Baird.
DEPARTMENT
lion for fifteen years with the Air. Burrow said that the deGeneva Lake is the largest of
Mac Nall of University of
. .ral business, has opcned a new mands on the teachers in the the lakes of Switzerland.
Kentucky is spending the Easter
be
to
firm on East State Line
High School are almost tripled
holidays with his parents, Mr.
Air. and Airs. Wilmer Griffin known as the Scott sheet metal because of extra-curricular acand Mrs. Martin Nall.
of
birth
the
works,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards Dresden, announce
tivities.
The new firm has engaged anare visiting relatives in Mississip- a seven pound son, William RonOnly encouraging note in 012
ald, born April 8 at Jones Hos- other well-known local tradesPiSouth Fulton High School picWhitaker,
pital.
John
"Grandpa"
man,
Little Kenny Cullum of Jackture is the report recently made
Mr. and Mrs, Roy Dian are who has been associated in the
son, Tenn., is spending this week
For Finest Flowers
by a representative of the State
a
for
an
pound
here
eight
of
toe
business
parents
metal
sheet
with his grandmother and aunt,
and Vegetables,
Planning Commission ycho reApr.
born
June,
years.
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r•iumber
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Mrs. Pearl Weaver and
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Eugene
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street.
on Norman
Our Large
across Obiorr County. If present plans
streets,
a
birth
of
the
AlcDowell
announce
Memphis
and
Mrs. J. E. Hannephin has reAssortment
son, Terry Eugene, born Friday from the A. C. Butts Snack Shop. are carried out the county will
turned 'from a visit to relatives_
of the
of Famous
April 8 in the Memphis Hospital.
Scott will handle all of the have about three, instead
in Memphis.
South
schools.
11
high
present
metMrs. Finch is the former June various aspects of the sheet
Burpee's Seeds
Mr. and Mrs. Foad Homra and Kendell, daughter of Mr. and al trade, including roofing, gut- Fulton is scheduled to be one of
Come !fairly, While,
daughter, Barbara spent Tuesday Airs. Carl Kendell, Fulton Rt. 2 ters, heating equipment and air- the three remaining schools,
row fororitt l'arisfle•
which would increase the enin Memphis.
and Mr. Finch was formerly em- conditioning.
Are Hot*
rollment to upwards of 1200 stuAir. and Mrs. David Sundwick plcyed at the Fulton Hardware
dents. and Airs. Dick Bard were judges and Furniture company.
At the meeting Tuesday plans
in a piano contest for Obion
Air. and Mrs. Walter Canty of
county Tuesday in Union City at Clinton announce the hlrth of a
were discussed to send a representative to the Strawberry Festthe Baptist church.
nine pound two ounce boy born
ival in Humboldt next month.
Paul Boyd has returned from April 8 at the Fulton Hospital.
Phone 483
. State Line
Mrs. Bobby Mathews, P.-T.A.
a business trip to Nashville.
Charles E. ("Charlie") IloiloDr. and Mrs. R. V Putnam and
' way, long time Fulton business
PFC. GENE PAGE
!
children have returned from
man and recent manager of the
be
2
held
at
will
FriServices
iting from relatives in MississipHuddleston Motor Company, loday afternobn (today) at Good cal Ford dealer, has left that
PiSprings Cumberland Presbyter- agency to open a used-car busiMr. and Mrs. Jack Snow and ian
church near Dukedom for
little daughter, Linda of Lexing- Pfc. Gene Page, who was kill- ness of his own in Fulton.
The new firm, known as Holton are visiting her parents, Mr. ed in action June 4, 1945, on Okiloway's used car lot, is located on
and Mrs. Guy Duley and other nawa.
Fourth street almost across from
relatives.
The Rev. Miss Detie Clements
Factory, and has openTommy Weaks of University of of Dresden and the Rev. O. A. , the Siegel
for business this week.
Kentucky vvill spend E,aster with Gardner of Greenfield will offic- ; ed
Associated with Mr. Holloway !
his parents.
iate. The Veterans of Foreign will be Wilburn Holloway and I
Mrs. V .L. Freeman spent Wars will conduct military serv- Price Kimbel.
GIRLS' ALL-WOOL
Wednesday in Paducah visiting ices at the graveside. Burial, unrelatives.
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der the direction
Fulton
Mrs Ben Evans has returned Brothers Funeral Home of Duke- South
(Continue from page one)
from a business trip to Paducah. dom, will be in the church cemeMrs. Wdl Creason has return- tery. He was 24.
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ed to her home in Mayfield after
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Williams,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Page
were $10.98 and $12.98
see State sales tax, a large pronow of Dukedom, at the age of
the monies received
of
portion
Essay Contest Winners 8. He attended intermediate and thus far have been used to pay
high school at Burrough, where
salaries,
Na med at Fullon High -he
teacher's
increased
was graduated.
which has long been an urgent
Winners of two recent essay
Private Page was employed at need in the State. Mr. Fowlkes
contests at Fulton High were an- Swift s in Fulton before enlisting has worked constantly to assist
the
of
nounced Tuesday. Writer
in the Marines in 1940.
the patrons of the South Fulton
prize-winning essay on "Social
He received his basic training School in their attempts to sethe
of
the
Congress
Legislation in
at Parris Island, S. C.,- in July cure additional building space.
L'nited States Since 1860" was 1944.
With the over-crowded condithe
received
who
Linton
Otha
his parents, he leaves a tions at the school, the shortage
Beside
Joe
$7.50.
of
award
place
first
Carmi Page of near of teachers normally results. In
James was the second place win- brother,
two sisters, Mrs. Lo- the elementary school there are
Fulton
Phone 1360
ner of $2.50. Barbara Rose Colley Dukedom;
204 Lake St.
of Detroit, Mich 11 teachers, which averages about
and Jerry Atkins tied for third renza Bowden
This
teacher.
the
to
students
40
Paof
Magruder
Phil
place. The contest was sponsored , and Mrs.
is 15 above the national average.
by Mr. Holland. Judges v.:ere ducah.
Miss Mary Martin, social science '
teacher, Mr. Holland, and James
Warren, local. attorney who was
third judge.

SCOTT OPENS NEW
VIET METAL FIRM

urpeews
Seeds Grow

FULTON
HATCHERY

HOLLOWAY OPENS
USED CAR LOT HERE

EASTER SPECIAL
Friday and Saturday

\

COAT SETS

698 798

=

-•••
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Of St. Edward's Church Altar Society
Fulton Woman's Club --- 7:30 P. M.
Monday, April 18
For reservations please call Mrs. Gleim Dunn at 1032.
=_-

THE BUDGET SHOP

The United States began
protection of game before
Civil War. -

the
the

Easter Special!

Direct from the Manufacturer to you
"Miss Elaine" Lingerie

SLIPS, GOWNS
BED JACKETS

Loveliest gift of all for Easter ..
Beautiful long-lasting plants or
lush fresh cut blassems—the gift
that speaks a language all Its
own.

We offer you a nice selection of -

CUT FLOWERS

CORSAGES

95 595 695

Mrs. H. G. Butl
(Continued from p

woman judge south
on-Dixon Line. She
ne.-ar superhuman in
ing. She says she ran
anyone—her point is
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spot or by irony cr
sarcasm. Once a twel
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shirt and a hat; the
wearing black pant
shirt and a hat just li
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fully "The case wil
next week," said silo
the mother," aren't y
hear my boy?" the
plied. "It is very
hear a case where th
fathers and no mothei
all it took for the m4
turn dressed rather
she related.
"Few people are g
ery Individual is g
friends, sin is the old
the world; goodness
ous." "Most violence
fore the age of 21." "
practicing what we t
social workers nee(
transfusion." "I don
woman who has no
are all given the pri
looking our best."
Continuing she saic
net take politics out
and the art of gover
we must put prayim
tics. Politics creeps
circles and will ala
children to appreciatf
Teach them manner:
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90 percent of all cr
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FRIDAY - SATt
Double Fea
ComIC STRIP by
in

LITTLE AB

plus
GEORGE BRENT
VERA RALS1
BRIAN
in

ANGEL ONAN

Oarless "Presto(

SUN. - MON, _
(solo

1
2
10
vstiov31
Gcsiiv—
ialtek°
E

Cartoon—"Little Rf
Mouse" —Short and

Sizes 32 to 44
White
Orchid

WEDNESDAY - TI

"Pink
Maize

Comedy and Fox

MULTI-FILAMENT CREPE & SATIN

BLOOMING POT PLANTS

Friday, Ap!

Values

ORPHE

FRIDAY - SATI
BILL BOYD

AND'
in

,
Your telephone sends
your gift anywhere.
Phone 20-J
Easter morning delivery.

Scott's Floral Shoppe
304 Main St.

Phone 20-J

Lace Top and Bottom
Reg. $6.98 Seersucker House Coats
Reg. $5.98 Seersucker Brunch Coats

The
Leader
Store
434 Lake St.

Fulton

SINISTER JO

Serial—Conu

$3.98

SUNDAY - MO

$2.98

DENNIS O'K
in

FIGHTING S

Also Corned

TUE.- - WED. - '

Double Feal

of&

L

WAYKI

tOS

ams• MAXVI

...•grommomall

JUDY CAN(
In
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Mrs. H. G. Butler
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Memphis college girls come to
J. V. Cash Purchases
rne and ask if I think it a sin to
(Continued from page one)
i Local Ford Agency ,
drink, she said. "Of course I do
-J-the Bible clears up this subjAnnouncement is made this
woman judge south of the Alas- , ect. They then ask if it's a sin to
week of the change of name an:I
on-Dixon Line. She seems to be I smuke, some may not agree with
ownership of the Iludilleston Monear superhuman in understand- I me here, I tell them no. "Do you
tor Company, Fulton Ford agening. She says she rarely criticizes' smoke," they ask. "I do not."
cy, to J. V. Cash of Fancy Farm,
anyone-her point is made by a I've been too busy all my life to
A fresh Spring rain beating a- Ky.
We wish to announce the following changes:
personal joke concocted cn the I nurse anything on fire at one gainst the windows matched the
spot or by irony or humorous end!"
Mr.
Cash,
who
is
now
in
active
tears of balding, white-haired
After Judge Kelly lectured, her C.N. Melton as he. sat in a sev- management of the agency, has
sarcasm. Once a twelve year old
was brought to her-the father two books were offered to the enth floor office of Central Sta- changed the name to the J. V.
was wearing black pants, a white hearers, many copies of both tion yesterday morning.
Cash Motor Company. Bill Elliott
shirt and a hat; the mother was "Kellygrams" and "Delinquent
The rain heralded a new year, has been named as new sales
formerly with the Ford garage in Fulton, hare now taken ouer
wearing black pants, a white Angels" were bought.
with its promise of youth and manager and Bobby Cash, son of
She has a radiantly charming growth, while the kindly Mem- the owner, is now associated with
shirt and a hat just like the fathoperation of our SHOP and PARTS DEPARTMENT.
er. She looked them over care- personality that is thoroughly phian's tears were shed oVer the parts department.
fully "The case will be heard magnetic.
things past-only to return as
The Huddleston Motor Comnext week," said she. "0, cried
memories.
pany was founded by the late
Prompt attention --- expert service --- on JEEPS,
the mother," aren't you going to
Mr. Melton yesterday said Bailey Huddleston, and was an
FULTON
ROUTE
3
mother
reboy?"
the
hear my
goodby to the Illinois Central outgrowth of the old Auto Sales
Mrs.
C.
E.
Williams,
Cor.
difficult
to
very
"It
is
plied.
KAISERS,FRAZERS. Big stock of parts for all cars.
Railroad and the friends he made Company, opened in 1937 in
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Parrish
hear a case where there are two
in 50 years of railroading.
downtown Fulton. The present
fathers and no mother." That was and yliss Winnie Bowlin spent
Officials of the line, friends location on Mayfield highway
all it took for the mother to re- the "'weekend in Glasgow with and members of kis family were was occupied at a later date. Mr.
turn dressed rather attractively, relatives and visited Mammouth on hand when Second Number 3 Huddleston died last November
Cave while there. They reportshe related.
arrived in . Memphis, bringing following a heart attack while on
ed a very nice time.
great!"
"Evpeople
are
"Few
home the senior conductor of the duty at his job as Fulton postFoster
visMr. and Mrs. Elno
ery Individual is great!" 'My
C.'s Fulton District. As he master.
Mrs. Edd Hollis I.
ited
Mr.
and
friends, sin is the oldest thing in
signed out, Mr. Melton ended a
Sunday.
railroad career which he began
the v..orld; goodness is glamor400 Mears Street
Fulton
Mrs. Irene Yates visited Mr.
The United States Geological
ous." "Most violence comes beas a flagman between here and
Stewart SunCharlie
and
Mrs.
survey was organized in 1879.
Paducah.
fore the age of 21." "I believe in
day afternoon,
practicing what we teach. Many
In a simple ceremony, H. K.
The study of geography had its
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan Buck, superintendent of the I. C. beginning with
social workers need a blood
Herodotus.
Fulton
with
Mr.
presented Mr. Melton a $100 War
transfusion." "I don't trust a spent Sunday in
Savings Bond and a wallet from
woman who has no vanity. We and Mrs. John Irvan.
Mrs. Elno Foster 5pent TuesC. and members of the Order
are all given the priviledge of
day with Mrs. Theron Jones.
of Railway Conductors, Division
looking our best."
Williams
Everett
'and
Mrs.
Mr.
Continuing she said, "We canand Mr. and Mrs. Carl Foster
Mr. Melton in -1902 was pronot take politics out of science
and Shelby Jean attended the moted to conductor, and became
and the art of government; but
Mon- a regular freight conductor six
City
in
Union
prize
fights
we must put praying into poliday night. Mr. and Mrs. Robert years later. He made his first trip
tics. Politics creeps into sewing
and Frank Parrish spent in passenger service on a Mardi
circles and will always. Teach Trvan
awhile Sunday night with Mr., Gras train out of the old Poplar
children to appreciate leadership
and Mrs. Carlie Kindred.
I street station. In 1910 he fell heir
Teach them manners. Commerno to a regular passenger run, havMrs. Bettie Williams is
cialism keeps dissipation alivebetter at this writing.
ing worked steadily in the pass90 percent of all crimes comes
FOOD STORES
Fred Olive passed away Sat- enger service since. His years
from dissipation. If you want to
wish
We
between
here
April
9.
runs
morning,
spent
on
were
urday
grown.
smoke, wait until you are
Then you'll not want to do it. to express our deepest sympathy and Louisville, Cairo. and Fulton.
Retirement will give Mr. Milto the family.
24-0Z.
FRF.SH
visited ton time to keep up with his fishHibbs
Mrs. Sarah
READY-TO-EAT
JAR
CUCUMBER
friends and relatives near Ba- ing visiting and gardening, he
you de Chein church this Nveek- said.
1-LB.
N. B. C.
Mr. Melton married Miss Ora
end.
Mrs. T. A. Jones is still in the Haynes of Curve, Tenn., in 1902.
BOX
SHANK
Haws Clinic and remains about They have three sons and two
lives
in
LB.
Melton
Mr.
PORTION
daughters.
the
same.
SATURDAY
1-LB
SURE GOOD
Mr. and Mrs. William Ward I Memphis at 622 Watson. He lived
WHOLE 9 to 16' lb avg. LB.
CAN
enjoyed a fish supper with Mr. in the home of Mr. and Mrs. LeDouble Feature
and Mrs. Windall Coffman Sun- land Jewell of Fulton.
COMIC STRIP by AI Capp
NO. 2
SULTANA
-The Commercial Appeal
day night.
PLUMP TENDER YOUNG
in
Sonnie Jones spent Friday
EXTRA STANDARD
CANS
night with his grandfather, J. S.
A germ is any microscopical
form of life, plant or animal.
Ladd.
A & P FANCY
NO. 2/
1
2
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cannon, Mr.
CAN
plus
FULL
LB.
and Mrs. Ross Williams and L.J.
COLORED NEWS
GEORGE BRENT
WilliLins visited Mrs. Bettie WilDRESSED
IONA
46-0Z.
NAMED QUEEN
liams Sunday afternoon.
VERA RALSTON
CAN
Mrs. W. E. Palmer visited Mrs.
SUGAR CURED
BRIAN AHERNE
VI,•
Bettie Williams Thursday.
GOOD QUALITY
No. 2
in
Miss Mary Beth Cannon, dauCAN
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer CanJohnnie
non, was married to
GOOD QUALITY
14-0Z.
Munson at Hernando, Mist. on
Elorboop "Presto(hanjed:'.., April 4. The attendvts Oiar_FIrt.
EA.
A BOTS.
and Mrs. Ural Cupples.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.;
SKINLESS
.aa
----__.
f
SGT. CLEMENT A. ROPER
ServIces for Sergt. Clement A.
Roper, who was killed in action
I
in Germany March 10, 1945, will
READY
LB.
___,vinktufltrt*SIS
OP* .1
Jelly Filled-Cliocolate Enrobed
An Old Easter Favorite
be held at 2:30 Sunday afternoon
FOR THE PAN
Church.
The
at
the
Rush
Creek
"
WI.106
1-LB.
Rev. L. E. Shaffer will officiate.
GiStun
Burial will be in the church
Each
FROZEN
CELLO
cemetery.
BAG
Sergeant Roper entered the
1/4tVird(Xit'')
1
service Aug. 2, 1942.
EASTER NEST Layer Cake .. ea. 79e CHOCOLATES War xickl-lb box 59c
He leaves two sons, Jimmy
UV'G'arne
and David Roper of Union City,
„.„.••.,1
SONJA VICK
his father, Arthur Roper of St.
-•
. dec nrcolor1
CHEESE FOOD
LB.
Louis, Mo.; and a brother, Billie (See story in colored news col...,Zpintonwmarawmal
4
• :„
umn on page 8.)
Roper of St. Louis.
FANCY RED RIPE
Cartoon-"Little Red School
LOAF
Mouse" -Short and Fox New s
FRESH, COUNTRY
DOZ.
ALL WHITE CTN.
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

C. N. MELTON
ENDS 50 YEARS
WITH RAILROAD

JACK GARDNER AND OLLIE LAIRD

JONES & GROOMS

COME TO A&P FOR ALL YOUR EASTER FOODS

SEE HOW MUCH BIGGER
YOUR DOLLARS CAN BE!
HEINZ PULES
RITZ CRACKERS
OLEOMARGARINE
PEAS
SAUERKRAUT
TOMATO JUICE
CORN OR PEAS
TOMATO WiTSUP

F U LTO N
...Ay.
LITTLE ABNER

ANGEL ON AMAZON

27'
30'
22'
14'
10'
19'
10'
25'

EASTER EGG CAKE

DI

..64.
,
- '•••••*11
FP

Gr-,ory

mo limmAN

P E:CK

WAS SAFE
OBOES TUE
BLAZE OT...

BAXTER

SAY

/

Comedy and Fox News

oRpHEu,m
FRIDAY - SATURDAY BILL BOYD
ANDY CLYDE
in

SINISTER JOURNEY

Spring Farm Needs

Aluminum Roofing --$11.00 sq.
5v --- 8, 10, 12 foot lengths
Galvanized Roofing: 2 oz. zinc coated $10.95 sq.
Asphalt Shingles
( $6.10 sq•
$2.00 roll
45 lb. Roll Roofing
90 lb. Roll Roofing green or black
Unico Outside White Paint
White Creosote Paint (special)
Bright Red Barn Paint
Linseed Oil
Sulmet for Chicks 4 oz. bottle

$3.40 roll
$5.10 gal.
$3.00 gal.
$2.98 gal.
$3.22 gal.
$1.00 ea.

Serial-Comedy
SUNDAY - MONDAY

Open Formula Feeds

DENNIS O'KEEFE
in

FIGHTING SEEBEES
Also Comedy

3-9-6, 2-12-6 OPEN FORMULA FERTILIZERS
WITH LIMESTONE FILLER
,r

499-6-11 Heavy Fence

$19.80 roll

TUE. - WED. - THURS

All Prices Subject to 2 percent Cash Discount

Double Feature

WON

16

ntka

.,...... mulitOwlSni.

1-LB. TALL
CAN

CAMPBELLS

IONA

3

LUNCHEON MEAT

GLASS
EA.

SUNSWEET

PRUNES

SMOKED PICNICS
39'

1-LB.

23'

DUFFS MI3CES

SWIFTNING

Gingerbread 14-oz pkg 29c
Hot Muffin

pkg. 25c

Waffle

pkg. 27c

PAAS

HEINZ

EASTER EGG DYES

SOUPS

33,

STRAWBERRIES
1L""
39'

73'
46'
55'
10'
25'
43'
19'
89'

TOMATOES
T's

BULK .... LB. 19e
GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
29c
2
LBS.

FRESH GREEN

TENDER
KERNELS

CORN
3 EA,. 29c

EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE

3 lb bag $1.15

RED CIRCLE COFFEE

1-lb bag 44c

BOKAR COFFEE

1-lb bag 47c

LARGE SIZE

Get Swifts Premium Offer

SOUTHERN STATES FULTON CO-OP

12-0Z.

1-LB.

A -& P DELUXE

PKG.

CAN
I-LB. CAN . . . 36c

1-LB.
CANS

CAN
ANN PAGE

25,

89'
'
3

10;2-0Z
CAN

CRACKER JACK
BOXES

59'

COD FILLETS

44'

DELICIOUS

6

FRYERS

25c

COLS STREAM

sr
65'

JELLY EGGS

79c

CHED-O-BIT
EGGS
PINK SALMON
TOMATO SOUP
PORK & BEANS
TREET OR PREM
GRAPE JELLY
BROOMS

HAMS

A 8,P Self Service
Lake Street
SHORTENING

Fulton. Ky.
For 1DeRcious Saladsr,

0060001Ru

JITDY CANOVA
in

402 Main St.
Fulton, Ky.

SCATTER BRAIN
eal111.1V-

Bennie Clark,
Mgr.
Phone 399

3

pKos. 25,

MOST
VARIETIES

11-0Z.
CAN

SNOWDRIFT
LB.

WESSON OIL,.

93(

CAr
I-LB. CAN ... 37c

BOT.

31 crr• 59'
, BOT.

Friday, Apri
MARTIN I
Mrs. Willie Rul
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summer legumes and establish
ing cover crops of kudzu, were
approved for ACP assistance this
year in 24 counties .Farmers may
o n e obtain specific information about
approximately
With
month to go in the 1949 Agricul- practices on which ACP assistProgram ance is available in their counties
Conservation
tural
sign-up campaign, 65,726 Ken- when they sign 1949 program
tucky farmers have signed farm plans.
plans indicating their intention
The amount of assistance ofI to participate in the program.
program this
All Kentucky farmers are eli- fered under the
year has been increased around
Several months ago the Satur- gible.
85 percent above the amount aday Evening Post ran an article
The number of practices on vailable last year..This assistance
'
Money's
My
headed "I Get
which program assistance is a- will be allocated to individual
Worth From Local Taxes." The vailable varies in the different farms after the close of the signg
author, F. J. Faist, said he paid counties of the state. Applyin up campaign. ACP aid is offered
farm land and spreading on a share-the-cost basis, and
out of his income of $5880 a year lime to
phosphate on legumes and grass- farmers pay—on an average— a$1174,78 in Federal taxes and es have been approved for Aer
bout 50 percent of the cost of
n
additio
In
taxes.
local
$95.18 in
assistance in all Kentucky coun- practices.
he
taxes
ties. Establishing small-grain
to the direct Federal
paid something to the govern- winter cover crops has been apin 119 "counties; winter F. B. Members Urged To
ment nearly every time he proved
crops of crimson clover,
cover
for
spent ten cents or more
hairy- vetch, or ryegrass have Join Blue Cross Now
countless commodities. The di- been approved in 117 counties;
There are now over 20,000
eleven
were
rect Federal taxes
and 114 counties have adopted
people in Kentimes as much as he had to pay pasture development for assist- Farm Butieau
tucky carrying Blue Cross Servfor the many advantages he en- ance under. the 1949 ACP.
ice through the Kentucky Farm_
joyed in his own community, for
The remaining 1949 Kentucky Bureau, according to a recent rethe things that cost him 595.18.
Acp practices and the number of port by Lane Tynes, director of
they have been
Not so long ago I said in this counties where
the Blue Cross Plan in Kenare as follows: Applycolumn that local tax money adopted
tucky.
potash to legumes and grasswell spent by public officials ing
planting of crops,
In 1948, these Farm Bureau
was perhaps the best investment es, 73; contour
ng farm land, 69; open members had 2,433 hospital casan American citizen ever made, 71; terraci
g 64; establishing. es and were in the hospital for
which conviction accounts for ditch drainin
za, 61; developing 16,093 ''ays. They receivel S138,lespede
annual
Commit
the
with
up
my hooking
by digging ponds 278 in benefits.
ter
stockwa
ervolunte
and
ky
Kentuc
tee for
g dams, 60; turning under
ing to write the column as long buildin
Farm Bureau members who
over, 56; laying drain tile,
sweetcl
of
number
rable
conside
as a
not members of .the plan, may
aro
50;
ditches,
on
diversi
newspapers printed it and some 53; digging
during the month of April.
esand
50;
trees,
g
forest
agency was willing to syndicate. plantin
French, Farm Bureau repJ..
II.
44ys,
waterwa
sod
ng
tablishi
it.
including resentative in Fulton County,
Special practices,
ed today.
Many people pay less than Mr.! clearing pasture, turning under Announc
Faist's $95.18 in local taxes and
then resist slight increases needed to pay for better schools, betmodern
ter hospitals, more
streets, more efficient law enforcement agencies. These same
short-sighted people pay heavy
federal taxes with few comWONDERFUL NEW INVENTION
plaints. Their communities may
rland's "Million Dollar" Truss
Suthe
get back some of the Federal
NO BELT—NO STRAPS NO ELASTIC—NO LEATHER
taxes in the form of "aid," grant
NO ODORS.
ed to a pressure group using
close
New type CONCAVE PAD helps weakened muscles
Congressmen or Senators as pork
Pressure.
instead of spreading. Controlled Su ivel-Automatic
slicers Sometimes influential loFREE Demonstration
cal leaders go to Washington to
"THE TRUSS TO TRUST — ASK YOUR DOCTOR"
beg sums of money for local use
408 Lake Street
Such grants of Federal money
Phones 70-428
are often spent for only one proj
ect—one that some local group
wants, and maybe not for SOMe thing that would do the most
good in the community. And
think of the expense involved
in collecting the tax money that
may come back from Washington
and in the printing of all kinds
of voluminous statistics about it!

ACP Sign-Up Musi
Be Done This Month

Whitnel- Hornbeak
Funeral Home
Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Member of:
Contract Funeral Home for, and
Associatloq,
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial

SINK—means to submerge in
water!

SINK—also means a basin connected with a drain.
When you're sunk as to what to
T
do with a clogged sink, call P.
ONEyour
SON,
JONES and
TRIP plumber.

. and we also handle New Fixtur(s

We Sc// Fixtures
We Install Them
We Service Them

P. T. JONES & SON
PLUMBING — HEATING
EAST STATE LINE

COAL

PHONE 702

KEEP
PLAY CLOTHES
CLEAN THE
EASY WAY

active younT '_ers

dif coy
soil their

clothes quickly

But don't worry. Send their
play clothes to us for washing and ironing. Our modern, safe methods remove
all stain.s and

e send them

back clean and bright. Call
14 for our prompt courteous
service, today.

RUPTURE
CITY DRUG CO

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Feiner:0
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
BURIAL ASS'N.
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS

Handle
Only
Dependable,
Good Quality

TAYLOR'S

109 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 183
FULTON

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

Jr- TomoRRo
COMES, TH
'CAUSE WHEN I
IT'S TO

fp 13i.
"

Make your todi
,ingly happy b
,for happier, i
porous tornorroN
'cash will help
cor come in
friendly cash Ir
'Ptdos 1st ti4
try faking odvor
,Personolized Fin
Ise for Farrilik
'clividuals. Phan(
for_complete inl

11.1
. FINANCE CORPORA

SEE US NOW FOR HOMEGROWN U.S. 11 CERTIFIED
SEED CORN—ALL ORDERS
READY FOR DELIVERY.

311 Walnut
Phc
Fulton

DEALERS — Ky. Hdw, and
1MPL. Co . Fulton, Ky; A. C.
Butts & Sons, Fulton; Reed
Bros. Mill., Fulton; Arrington
Grocery, Cayce; Pickett Grocery, Hickman; and Bailey Stovall, Rives, Tenn.

Chas.E.Wright RI. 1, Fulton, Ky.

*STY

Navy and
Black Pate

If that treatment didn't work,
I v.-ould abdicate my throne and
go fishing.

'The reception's been
a bit foggy lately!"
marMeate0d

—

llatlid

now made even more attractive by new lower prices!

Laundry & Dry Cleaners

Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

Fulton, Kentucky

Carr and Third Streets

Your first thrill is seeing it ...
Your greatest thrill is driving it!

If I could be'absolute ruler of
Henderson or any other Kentucky county or municipality for
a few weeks I would sentence a
representative group of closefisted taxpayers to two weeks of
tent life in a remote woodland
vvith ncne of the conveniences
iney e.ljoy at home There would
be no snvers, no eL7tric lights,
would
no rum.ng water.
have to dip water out if a creek.
If they got a privy they would
have to build it with timbers of
their own chopping .They would
have to take their school-age
children along, of course, and
dad and mother would have to
teach them all their lessons by
candlelight.

PARISIAN

DRIVE-IN CAFE

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

Mr. and Mrs. 1
visited James
night. Mr. Pruiett i
pital.
Mr. and Mrs.
visited friends a
don Sunday and
singing conventior
Mr. and Mrs. Bi

See us first with
your radio problems

VERSE
AND RECOMMEND
SYLVANIA TWO ,
If your favorite radio program
gets lost in a fog, let our export repair man make it work
ills new. Our prompt servic•
low prices can't be beat
Call us at the first sign of
trouble.

The most Beautiful BUY for Styling. Yes,
it has smixither, smarter lines—front,
top, side and rear! Add to this the glowing
color harmonies, the luxurious fittinAs and
fabrics of its Bodies by Fisher, and you'll
understand why people call Chevrolet
the most beautiful of cars.
The most Beautiful BUY for Driving
and Riding Ease—with new Center-Point
Design. l'his great 4-way engineering
advance—including Center-Point Steering, Center-Point Seating, Lower Center
of Gravity without loss of road clearance,
and Center-Point Rear Suspension —
brings you a brand MID kind of driving arid
riding ease exclusive to Chevrolet and
higher-priced cars.

The most Beautiful BUY for Talk about thrills!
You'll get the biggest
Performance with Economy „triple-thrill" in
motoring out of seeing, driving, and saving money
with this new Chevrolet—the most beautiful buy
of all—now available at new lower pritres!
And, while you'll naturally be happy to know
it's the beauty-leader, we believe you'll get your
greatest thrill out of driving it. You'll experience
amazing new handling ease and riding ease, thrilling acceleration, and outstanding hill-climbing
ability—plus typical Chevrolet economy. For
here's the only low-priced car with a world's
champion Valve-In-Head engine—of the type
now being used on more and more higher-prieed
automobiles.
Give yourself and your family the biggest
"triple-thrill" in motoring—see, drive and save
with Chevrolet—the most beautiful buy of all!

Mack Patent

The most Beautiful BUY for Comfort.
Enjoy the lounging restfulnes.s of a SuperSize Interior with extra-wide "Five-Foot
Scats," extra-generous head, leg and
elbowroom, and the advanced heating*
and ventilating system of a "car tliat
breathes." •(Heater and defroster optional
at extra cost.)
The most Beautiful BUY for AR-Round
&ditty. Featuring: (1) Certi-Safe Brakes
with "Dubl-Life" rivetless brake linings
(2) Extra-Strong Fisher Unisteel Body
(3) Panoramic Visibility (4) Safety Plate
Glass in all windows, and (5) the supersafe Unitized ICnee-Action Ride.

/CHEVROLET/
I—
I

FIRST FOR QUALITY
AT LOWEST cos-rt

AMERKA'S CHOICE F06
11I YEARS

FRY':

220 LAN

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street

205 Commercial Aye.

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38

Nor-
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MARTI/4 ROUTE 3
Mrs. Willie Ruth Sills, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Rowland
visited James Pruiett Friday
night. Mr. Pruiett is in Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Allen
visited friends above Huntingdon Sunday and attended
the
singing convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and

TOMORROW NEVER
COMES, THEY SAY
'CAUSE WHEN IT GETS HERE
IT'S TODAY

0130atecot
0-

4Pp,
//

t

,Make your todays increaspingly happy by planning
for happier, more prosporous tomorrows If extra
;cash will help . . . phone
!or come in and get a
friendly cosh loon
84
,
9441
Pe44 kw
our
of
advantage
taking
,Personalised Financial Service for families and In'ciividuals. Phone or come in
for complete infonnation.

ntvotate
FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
311 Walnut Street
Fulton
Intone 1252
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children, Lucille Gardner and a St. ,ley party at the home of
Study leaders, Mrs. Boaz, Mrs.
Mrs. Boaz gave the Bible study
Willie Velma Allen enjoyed a fish
Mrs Charley Phillitis on the
fry at the home of .Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Dimmitt; Mrs. I. H. Read, lesson.
Middle Road.
Chester Stover Saturday night.
Edna Hicks is suffering from a
treasurer; and Mrs. Lynn Taylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Roberts cold.
spent Sunday with her brother,
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
secretary.
sick
very
was
Mrs. Earl Baird
ELIZABETH WITTY Editor
Claud Wiley, Mrs. Wiley and
PHONE 926
a few days this past week.
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harce Lynch of
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Rowland Harris spent the weekend with
presided over the business sesand Doris Jean Rowland visited her sister, Mrs. Vance Hicks, Mr. ART DEPARTMENT
HOLDS REGULAR
sion. Plans were discussed for the
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Hicks, Edna as.d Willis.
MEET
SATURDAY
Mission Bible Study book "Pray
Mrs. Roy Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Mrs. Ann Whitnel Hornbeak Ye" that is to be bought and
Mrs. Lena Speights and Corene attended church at Cayce SunRowland spent Sunday with Mrs. day and were dinner guests of was hostess to the Art Depart- I used for the new year.
Mrs. Austin gave a report of
ment of the Woman's Club SatSank Harris.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird.
afternoon at her home on the W. M. U. Conference she
Willie Velma Allen spent the
Mrs. Sam Anderson and chil- urday
recently attended in Louisville.
weekend with Mrs. Harold Gard- dren,
and Eddings street,
Elizabeth
Mary
.. Traditional for
Mrs. Verna DeMyer was proMrs. L. A. Clifton, the chairner.
Charles, attended church at Cayman, presided over the business gram leader for the evening. She
Mrs. C. E. Pewett of Akron, O., ce Sunday,
Beulah
which time plans was assisted by Mrs.
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks session at
Easter in all
for the study for , Legg, Mrs. S. M. DeMyer, Mrs.
Dobbs.
and little son, Steve of Clinton were made
Mrs.
Austin.
deFost
the
and
I
Edwards
what
and
year
new
the
a
spending
The Sunday guests of Mr. and returned home after
Activity
their white
Mrs._ Bob Owens were Mr. and few days this past week with her partment would do Club
member GARDEN DEPARTMENT
Mrs. Lee Sills and Tommie and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Week. For years each
of the Woman's Club has contri- HEARS BOOK REVIEW
Mr. and Mrs. Parrom Owen.
Tayloi and Joy.
loveliness!
...
building fund during AT APRIL MEETING
Doris Jean Rowland of CamThere will be an Easter hunt buted to the
the
of
week.
Department
The
Garden
this
Bill
Mrs.
and
with
Mr.
Sunday
day
of
den spent the
at the home
Mrs. R. M. Alford and Mrs. Woman's Club met at the club
Remember yQur
her uncle, Ilarold Rowland.
Covington April 17. A basket
M. Binford gave reports from home Friday.
p.
noon
the
at
served
be
will
The WMS of the McConnell lunch
Hostesses were Mesdames J. P.
will the Art Digest.
Baptist church will meet with hour and at 2:30 p.m. there
parents and your
Rev.
Mrs. J. E. Fall was program DeMyer, Dick - Bard, J. W. ElMrs. Joe Harris Friday night, be preaching at the Mission.
interesting
an
lidge, S. E. Campbell, Warren
leader and gave
messages.
both
bring
will
Baird
April 15.
invited to come and article of "Old Keene Place" and Graham and Sam Winston.
family this
Miss Mary Ann Babb spent the Everyone is
The club room was charming"Keene Land," interesting places
with you.
someone
bring
weekend in Hickman.
ly decorated with iris and shrubs.
spent one night near Lexington.
Sisson
Charles
Mrs. Willie Ruth Sills is a baby
Mrs. Clint Reed presided in
Mrs. Eldridge Grymes, presiEaster with
week with Johnny
sitter for little Miss Rita Ann this past
dent of the Woman's Club, was a the absence of the chairman, Mrs.
Sutton.
Work while her mother, Margie
Daisy Terry. During the business
guest to the department.
Work works at the garment facflowers from
During the social hour the session the chairmaffof the nomPALESTINE
tory in Fulton.
hostess served lovely refresh- inating committee.
Cor.
Nugent,
dintook
Mrs. Leslie
Mrs. Gilbert and son
Mrs. G. W. Dimmitt, named
ments.
Killebrews.
ner with her sister, Mrs. Hester
the new officers; Mrs. Jess Fields
Bowling Green
of
Bard
Eugene
Arant Sunday.
ATTEND
Whitesell
Hunter
Mrs.
president;
FULTONIANS
parhis
end with
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Stover spent the week
vice-president; and Mrs. M. F.
FRIENDSHIP NIGHT
Mrs. Roy Bard.
and children visited a while ents, Mr. and
Corsages.
MAYFIELD
Riddle will continue as secreMr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley HELD IN
Sunday afternoon with Mrs.
***
The members of the 0.E.S. tary and treasarer.
attended church at Wesley SunRegsie Hicks.
The general open meeting of
the singing at Fulton Chapter 41 were guests at
Mrs. Lee Sills and Tommie and day and attended
Friendship Night of the Mayfield the Woman's Club was discussed
Blooming plants
visited Mt. Zion in the afternoon.
MIss Rita Ann Work
the business session.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt Chapter 443 in Mayfield Friday during
4
Monday morning with Mrs. Par*
H.
Mrs. Reed presented Mrs. J.
visited Mrs. Jim McGehee Sun- night. Other guests were memrom Owen.
Patterson, Jr., who in her inPaduin
chapters
other
a
of
showing
bers
are
We
afternoon.
day
Arling- teresting manner gave the book
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby DaVis cah, Murray, Bardwell,
_Von of
col'
special
Milby
Please"
"Smile
WEST STATE LINE and baby and Betty Ann Davis ton, Union City, Smithland and review
dred Topp.
nias
Mrs. Edgar Grissom. Cor.
of Lexington will arrive Thurs- Grand Rivers, Ky.
During the social hour an ice
meeting
interesting
and
Mr.
very
A
with
,
Easter
spend
all prices
to
comour
in
day
everyone
Most
hostessthe
by
was
served
course
who
munity atterfded the Army Day Mrs. Lewis Thompson and other was held and enjoyed by all
**
es.
attended.
parade in Fulton April 6. A re- relatives.
Attending the singing at Mt.
Following the meeting refreshport from each one was that a
METHODIST CHURCH
Cut Flowers
Zion were Mr. and Mrs. Gus ments were served.
very happy clz,y was spent.
CIRCLE MEETS WITH
Those attending from Fulton
***
On Friday. April g, there was Browder, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
MRS. LYNN TAYLOR
Browder, Mr. and Mrs. Robert were Mr. and Mrs. John T. Price,
Lynn
Taylor
was
Mrs.
hostess
Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Benedict,
Gibson
to the East Fulton Circle of the
Mrs. Milton Browder and Mrs. Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holland,
First
church
Monday
Methodist
Eastgr Cards
Oak
Mr. cind Mrs. L. A. Clifton, Mrs.
Lee Oglesby and baby of
afternoon at her home on CleveRidge Tenn., will spend Easter Verna DeMyer, Mrs. Ruth Edland avenue with 18 members
with Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder wards, Mrs. Noah D. Simpson,
present.
Mrs. Ruth Finch, Mrs. J. E.
and other relatives.
The meeting was opened with
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hixson Campbell, Mrs. Mosely, Mr. and
Bible verse and prayer by Mrs. I
and daughter, Pattie of Mayfield Mrs. Ben Jones, Mrs. Georgia
Irene
Boaz.
spent the weekend with her par- Moore, Mrs. Allen Jones, Misses
Mrs. Grace Griffin, chairman,
FLOWERS AND GIFTS '
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Burnett Elizabeth Ward, Marjorie Holdpresided. The nominating comand were guests of Katherine er, and Elizabeth Witty.
mittee announced the following
Member Fru: We wire flowers anywhere
Williamson Sunday.
officers for the next club year:
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pewitt MRS. NALL ENTERTAINS
508
Phones 53,
Commercial Avenue
Mrs. Griffin, prnsident; Mrs. C.L.
and son Harry spent Sunday BRIDGE CLUB FRIDAY
Gardner, vice-president; Bible
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
entertained
Nall
Mrs. Martin
,D. Nelson.
the members of her bridge club
Homemakers will meet Friday Friday night at her home on
in an all day meeting at Com- Third street.
munity Center. Lesson will be
Mrs. Vester Freeman and Mrs.
making trays. Hostesses will be J. H. Maddox were guests to the
Mesdames J. H. Lawrence, Louis club.
Thompson and Leslie Nugent.
Mrs. J. C. Scruggs was high
Sharon Watts of Clinton spent scorer for the evening.
grand
her
with
the week end
At the conclusion of the games
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert the hostess served a lovely party.
Watts.
plate.
Members playing were Mesdames Scruggs, Joe Bennett, Jr.,
PE.RSONAI.S
A. G.
Rev. and Mrs. M. H. Stroud of Ann Whitnel Hornbeak,
Guy
Dyersburg are the guests this Baldridge, Hugh Pigue,
Payne.
week of her father, G. A. Legg Gingles and Elizabeth
and Airs. Legg. Rev. Stroud is
District Supervisor and is con- CHURCH CIRCLE
HOLDS REGULAR
ducting a revival in Hickman.
Airs. R. H. Wade, Mrs. Nell Ing APRIL MEETING
The Business Woman's Circle
Airs. J. C. Scruggs, Miss Charlotte Wiseman and Bobby Snow met Monday night at the First
spent Sunday in Memphis visit- Baptist church. There were ten
ing Mrs. Elizabeth Snow who is members and one guest, Mrs. AlNATIONALLY-ADVERTISED "Loma Leads" and "Mary
a patient in Campbell's Clinic. len Austin, present.
Miss Myra Scearce, chairman,
Mrs. Snow is doing nicely.

The Woman's Page

fftaltatf4
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SPRING CREPE

DRESSES

Navy and
Black Patent

Seed Prices
are going

DOWN
---get ours before you buy!
ALL KINDS OF FIELD SEEDS
CLOVERS: White, Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike,
Sweet, Kobe, Korean, Jap and Seresa

Black Patent

GRASSES: Blue Grass, Red Top, Timothy,
Rye, Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
Grey and Green

CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
Fertilizers
Metal Galuanized Roofing
ALL KINDS OF WIRE FENCING

for graceful walking

FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 LAKE ST.

FULTON

9.95
Toppers
The season's new
pastels, plaids in
flannel. Regular
$18.50 values
marked down to

12.95

Alfalfa - Soy Beans - Hybrid Seed Corn
Ed N. J. Funks Broadbent and Funks "G."

Qum ?ea.',

Mason" jyniors! Pastel shades! Values to $1.6.95! Dress yourself smartly for Easter at this new low price!

Come in now and get the details of
OUR BIG FREE OFFER!
WE GRIND AND MIX YOUR OWN FEEDS
We have supplement to mix with your feed.

A.C.BUTTS & SONS
GROCERIES — FEEDS — SEEDS
403 E. State Line
Phones 602 - 603

Gabardines and
Coverts, Reg.
$24.95, reduced to

Ladies' Spring

SUITS
Gabardine and
Covert in Navy,
Grey, Green,
Brown, Red ;
Very Special At ..

19.95

14.95

L. KASNOW
448 Lake Street

Fulton.
•
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Fairbanks-Morse

-A Name Aorth Remembering"

Water Systems
• WATF-ii SOFTENERS
▪ WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAHtING

H. E. GRIGGS
Thom 1199-R—Fulton Hiway
Union City, Tem.

FRESH

FISH
And Oysters, Daily

13E11.1 MARKET
227 4th St

Phone 1388

News About •
Our Colored Friends
lay
MATILDA ALLEN
Sixth Lenten Tea Given
Mrs. Joe Hamlin, Marie Newbern and Mrs. A. J. Tucker in
their charming manner entertained friends with the sixth and
last Lenten Tea for this year.
Sunday afternoon at the Hamlin
and Newbern home on Holder
street. The tea was served from
a beautiful dining table in the
dining room which was draped
wig; a handsome lace table cloth
centered with a large crystal
bowl of dogwood and red bud
candelabra
blooms. Matching
the
with white candles added
finishing touch to the table.
Large bouquets of dogwood and
red bud branches attractively arranged added much beauty to
the living room and front porch.
pdesided at the
Mrs. Hamlin
following
combination and the
classical numbers were played;
"The Swann" by Andre Kostel1 anetz; "Fire Date'' by Oscar Levant; "Clair De Lune" by Berdames Asqua.
Mrs. Newbern poured tea and
Mrs. A. J. Tucker presided at

Rosenwald P.- T. A. Meets
The South Fulton Rosenwald
P.-T.A. ine.t at the school building last Tuesday night. Mrs. H.O.
Vick president, presided over
the business session. Mrs. Thomas
Crossland gave an interesting remeetirig
view on the Council
held at Woodland Mills, Tenn.
Mrs. Vick and Mrs. Crossland
were elected delegates to the
State meeting of the P.-T.A. to
be held at A and I State College
in Nashville, April 21-23.
Miles Mayo spent Sunday in
Martin visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edward Loner.
Mrs. Luellan Glenn of Birmingham, Ala., spent the weekend
in Fulton visiting Mrs. Corella
Capps and others.
Mrs. Minnie Price is visiting in
New Orleans, La.
Mrs. Hazel Loller spent last
Monday with her mother, Mrs.
Alice Mayo.
Williard Stunson spent Friday
in Memphis.
The Missionary Society of St.
Paul AME church met with Mrs.
Atkins Friday afternoon. Mrs.
Atkins president, presided over
the meeting. The 96 Psalm was
the topic of discussion. Five
members were present.

LiQuORS

W I NE'

WhyPaY More
iEG4c
ETHYL

in your car
'WE GUARANTEE OUR GASOLINE to perform
YOU
as well as any now being sold in this trade territory.
CHEERFULLY
MUST BE SATISFIED OR YOUR MONEY
REFUNDED.

tubes. We
SEE US tor the BEST DEAL IN TOWN on tires and
nett Goodyear.
Road and Wrecker service DAY and NIGHT

PIPELINE GAS CO.
Phone 9188

Little Miss Sonja Vick, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Vick
who reside at 119 Roach street
was crowned queen of St. Paul
AME church Sunday night, Mar.
10 after a hard race with Mary
Louise Patten and Donna Jean
Alexander.
Sonja is five years and eight
months old and she has one little sister, Syvil Vick who is
very` proud of Sonja for winning
the crown but dislikes not having
one of her own.

Lake Street and State Line

11111111.1111111111

Sonja is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cavitt of
Memphis and Mrs. A. W. Dumas
and the late Dr. Dumas of Natchez, Miss. Dr. Dumas was at one
time the president of the National Medical Association for Negros. Mrs.,Dumas is the past president of the Missisaippi State P.T.A. and president of the Women's Auxiliary of the Medical Association and an outstanding civic leader.
Sonja who is not of school age

A treat of an Easter egg hunt
will be given Sunday afternoon,
April 17 by the South Fulton
Rosenwald P.-T.A. on the school
campus from 4:30 to 6 p.m. for
children up to the age of 12. All
parents of the city are asked to
bring ttieir children to this big
hunt.

Sonja
is quite an aggressive youngster. Annie Wright is president.
Jean Alexander,
She has won many little friends Vick $72, Donna
$17.
both her own age and older due $40.05. Mary L. Patten
to her pleasing personality and
Easter, Matt, 28:2 "And behold,
there was a great earthquake;
charming smiles.
angel of the Lord deSonja has quite a collection of tor the
sended from heaven, and came
dolls, about 23. Her oldest doll is
rolled back the stone from
Mandy who was a gift to her and
when she was nine months old. the door and sat upon it.
favorite doll of hers,
Pando, a
was sent from New York City
The Free Will Baptist church
and Betty is Sonja's youngest
cordially invites the public to atlast
her
to
gift
a
was
doll. She
Christmas.
Sonja also has a collection of
other toys and she would be very
glad to entertain all little girls
who wish to visit her. Take it ,
from me, you would not have a
dull monent around Sonja.
She wishes to express her appreciation to everyone who helped her to win the crown-Al anyone wishes to call and,congratulate her phone number is 1192-W.
The contests was sponsored by
the Trustee Board of which Mrs.

SAVE GAS!
Bad spark plugs cause waste to one gallon of gas in ten. And
they cause hard starting and waste engine power. Cleaning
and adjusting your plugs every 5,000 miles is cheaper than
gasoline.

tend their S.unrise Easter Services Sunday morning from 6 to
7 a.m. All women are asktd to
wear white. This service is sponsored by Mrs. Gladys Garner
and Rev. Cecil Hall is the pastor.

Fri

Mrs. Thomas Fry, Mrs. James
Pitchard have returned to their
home in Princeton, Ind., after a
short visit with Mr. and Mts.
Howard Fry on Taylor street.
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Let us do your barbecue
work for you. We specialkee
in custom work.

We have just completed our
nes pit. Drop in and look
it over!

WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

'Try Our Barbecue Sandwiches
Smoked Ham
Hot Dogs
Hamburgers

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

RAY HUNTER

POLSGROVE

"The Barbecue King"

SERVICE STATION
Mayfield Hi-Way
Phone 9193

CURB SERVICE

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

St. Paul AME church cordially
invites the public to attend their
Easter program Sunday afjernoon April 17 at 3 o'clock. The
program will be under the direction of Mrs. Fera Mae Atkins,
and C. C. Hudson. The senior
choir will render candel light
services Sunday night beginning
at 7:30 p. m.

Opposite OK 1.aundry

USED

Open till II P. M.

CARS

The Cross Is Not Greater
The cross they give may be 1
heavy, but it ne'er outweighs
His grace. The thorns in my path
are sharp storms that I fear may
surround me but it ner'e excluded my Master's face. Will this
compose a crown for me? The
light of his love shineth brighter
as it falls upon paths of woe. The
cup that I drink not more bitter
than He drank in Gethsemane.
The toil of my work growth as
I stood to raise the law. Will I
have joy in fullfilling as I walk
in my Master's sight? He ekine
can keep me right. My cross is
not greater than His grace. Their
storm cannot hide His face. I
have gained a strong feeling with
Jesus here below. I can conquer
every foe. My eyes are turned
toward the shining side of the
cross.

Charlie Holloway
former manager of the Huddleston Motor Company
announces the opening of a new

USED CAR LOT
LOCATION:
IN FULTON

x

I am pleased to announce that Wilburn
Holloway and Price Kimbel will be associated with me in this business.

Holloway
Used Car
Lot

Siegel
Factory

DON'T HAVE

FOURTH STREET

He leadeth me beside the still
wader. Psalm 23:2.
Geology is the science of the
oarth's history.

the register. Approximately 50
people registered.
Mrs. Luellan Gle'nn of Birmingham, Ala., was an out of
town guest.

I extend a cordial invitation to all of my
friends all over this area to drop in and
see me, anytime. When we sell you a car
or truck, our reputation is your guarantee
of quality and fair treatment.

Depot St.

—Charlie Holloway
HERE ARE A FEW OF THE'VEHICLES
We Now Offer For Sale:
Clean 1947 Ford. four-door sedan
Clean 1940 Chevrolet tudor sedan
Clean 1939 Chevrolet tudor sedan
1948 Chevrolet pickup truck
New 1949 Ford 3-4 ton pickup truck

THAT NEW
SUIT

—Others Arriving Daily—

CLEANED!

HOLLOWAY'S USED CAR LOT
CHAS. E. HOLLOWAY,

Fourth St.
Phone 478

411.1h

Owner and Manager

.•
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•
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USED CARS
FOR SALE

FULTON, KY.,
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WHEELS OR HEELS RUNDOWN?
It's poor economy to work in rundown shoes. They slow you up . . .
make you feel exhausted before the
day is half done. Save energy and
leather. FORRESTER's saving on
expert repairs help you foot the
bill.

FORRESTER SHOE SHOP
204 Main St.

Fulton

.....

arbecue
ecialize

REscRiOti NS z•

Prime Requisites
Accuracy, dependability, purity, —
these are our prime requisites in every prescription we fill. We kno v
better than anyone the absolute
importance of each prescription entrusted to us. That is why you can
always depend on us for conscientious, professional prescription service.

(ITY DRUG OMPANY
C. H. MeDANIEL, TOM MADDOX
408 LAKE STREET
PHONES 70, 428

' Ham

Niue

ville after a weekend with'their '
p.,rents, Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Ilenderson and Mr. and Mrs. H.L.I
Fergursok
1`,1iss Margaret Brady who ,pas
boon a patient in CampbeThs
Clinic in Memphis has retorned
to her home on Eddings street.
Mrs. Joseph Hamilton of Memphis was the weekend guest of
her mother, Mrs. E. G. Madciox.
Mrs. Lucy Stokes has returned to her home in Hickman efter
a months visit with Mrs. J. M.
Cequin on Walnut street.
Joe Stephens, a student of University of Kentucky, will spend
the Easter holiday with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stephens.

/16
V
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KENTUCKY'S

TRADITIONS

Weaving

Wherever in Kentucky
Wheat Quotas & Allotments
ministrator would be required to
there is flax or drifting
With a record-breaking 1949 give preference to persons "proflocks of sheep, you will find
wheat acreage indicated, the De- viding telephone service in rurthe art of weaving, a fine
partment of Agriculture is delv- al areas and to public bodies,
sample of the heriditary
ing into the problem of whether cooperative, nonprofit and limitcrafts that bind the people
or not it will be necessary for ed dividend, or mutual associato the land they love. Kenthe Secretary of Agriculture to tions."
tuckians cherish patterns like
proclaim a national marketing International Wheat Agreement
"Double Snowball," "RattleStat Department hasn't deterquota fer wheat for the marketsnake," "Pine Burr," "Beauty
ing year beginning in 1950. The mined whether to send the inof Kaintudc" and "Polk and
Department is preparing itself ternational wheat agreement to
Dallas." Weaving is a Kenthe Senate for ratification as a
for any eventuality.
tucky tradition.
If the Secretary decides
to treaty or to both houses of ConKeep
Smiling
take this action, he must also gress as a memorandum or joint
Yes, and beer is a tradition
proclaim a national acreage al- resolution for passage by majoriIn Kentucky, toot
lotment for wheat. The Secretary ty vote in each case.
;
Administrative strategy in rehas until July 1, 1949 to proclaim
't
Chiropractic
Office
Like the weavers loom that has
a national marketing quota and gard to steering the agreement
BELONGS
BEER
garments,
woven so many useful
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
until July 15, 1949 to proclaim through Congress is being dein Kentucky. Almost since the days of the early
Palmer Graduate
the national acreage allotment veloped cautiously, inasmuch as
settlers, Kentuckians have enjoyed beer, the betwage 4 asederathe
the Senate of the preceding Confor 1950-crop wheat.
MICRO-DYNAMETER
gress
failed
to
ratify
a
similar
Acreage allotments do not reX-RAY
quire the approval of the pro- agreement. That was only a litCoPyrigbi 1999, Kerstsecky Divisioss, V. S. Brewers Feenedatios
ducers. Marketing quotas, how- tle over a year ago.
Phone 1525
The 1949 agreement has the 222 Lake St.
ever, may be put into effect only
Fulton, Ky.
if approved by two-thirds of the , same objectives as the one signIt Pays To Advertise In The News!
prcducers voting in a referendum ed in 1948—"to assure supplies of
wheat
to
importing
countries
and
held not later than July 25.
Under the Agricultural Act of markets for wheat to exporting
1948, quotas may be invoked only countries at equitable and stable
if the supply is equal to 120 per- prices."
TimeS have changed, however,
cent of normal or if the supply
is 'at least normal and the price bince the 1948 agreement was
for three months is 66 percent signed by representatives of importing and exporting nations.
of the parity level.
Acreage of all spring wheat is No longer is there a severe shorthave
expected to be 20,300,000 acres, age of wheat. Prices
or 3.6 percent larger than the dropped sharply. Importing natotal planted in 1948, according tions are in a stronger bargainto the Bureau of Agricultural ing position than a year ago.
The relative bartaining poEconomics. Combined with the
winter wheat acreage estimated sition of importing and exportlast December, the total 1949 ing nations is illustrated by the
planted acreage of wheat is esti- fact that the ceiling price in
mated at 81,670,000 acres--5 per- the present agreement is 20 cents
cent more than planted for har- a bushel lower than in the avest last year and 4 percent over greement drawn last year. The
floor price is 10 cents higher for
the 1947 record.
the next four years than was proRural Telephones
agreement.
Legislation along the lines of vided in the 1948
Before the treaty was signed
the bill by Cong. Poage of Teximporting
as to authorize loans by REA on by all the important
and exporting nations, March 23,
telephone projects and furnish
changes
improved telephone service in there were last-minute
ecalding of jars, A/0 cooling jaurapP•
arduous boiling
import
hot-water bathe!
rural areas is favored by AFBF in export figures and the
watch and
rubbers and lide!
for hours!
figure
for
one
Nation.
The
reason
provided.
was
that
Brazil
suddenly
raised
1. Loans are based on an ecoits guaranteed purchases anothnomically sound pay-out basis.
3. Put them in your home freezer! And
Some day you'll wonder why you ever stood
2. Ti.velve months or more are er 50,000 metric tons. This rais456,283,389
that's all!
over a hot stove for hours to preserve, when it's
allowed for existing telephone ed from 454,446,203 to
the total volume of
so easy with a home freezer.
companies to prove their inten- bushels
We have the General Electric Home Freeser
move into
tion of furnishing and improving wheat guaranteed to
Just picture yourself preserving this modern,
that's roomy enough to hold 280 pounds of
world
trade
annually.
telephone service in rural areas.
easier way:
The United States' annual
food. There's also • smaller model-4-co-ft —
This action was taken at a
that holds 140 pounds. You can preserve foods
recent meeting of the AFBF share of the exports will be 168,1. You scald your vegetables.
069,635 bushels. Canada is guarBoard of Directors.
the year round—and keep them delicious and
airtight
sanitary,
them
in
seal
and
Pack
2.
The Poage bill recently was re- anteed annual exports totaling
fresh up to • year.
containers.
ported by the House Agriculture 203,069,635 bushels; Australia,
Committee with a provision al- 80 million bushels; France, 3,lowing only six months for ex- 306,934 bus. and Uruguay, 1,837,isting telephone companies to 185 bus.
The maximum price for the
prove their intention.s to provide
service. Under this bill loans four years is $1.80. The minimum
would be made on the same will be $1.50 the first years,
terms as for REA projects. In $1.40 the second, $1.30 the third,
making such loans, the REA ad- and $1.20 the fourth. The agreement is for the period Aug. 1,
1949 through July 31, 1953. It is
subject to ratification by the governments concerned.

PHILLIPS'

We say FREEZIM
is the modem way to preserve
!
!itS cooler! ia picker
its easier

L.

NO

PAPERS THAT LOVE THE SUN
Our well-made wallpapers have no fear of the
sun. Their lovely colors and designs refuse to
fade, even in rooms with southern exposures.
And they have the same affinity for cleaning!
For fade-proof papers at a reasonable price,
see us.

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 Church St.

Phone 35

"It's for you, Mom ...
Take it Downstairs"

Personals
Miss Ola Maddox of Nashville
spent the weekend with her
mother, Mrs. E. G. Maddox on
Cedar street.
Mrs. Jim Hutchinson was the
weekend guest of Mrs. O. F. McFarlan in Memphis.
Miss Mary Swann Bushart has
returned from Memphis where
she has been taking treatments
in Campbell's Clinic.
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Henderson and little son, Barry, have
returned to their home in Nash-

_
iARIN6
tAROoFil
I
w You're
49141...
Need Kno
No One

Extension telephones in easyto-get-to places save time and
steps, afford privacy on the
telephone, protection in tin
emergency.

Now You Can Enjoy

Extension Telephone Convenience
in any room in your home

COWMEN= IN TIN KITCHEN
An extension telephone in the kitchen
makee your household run mom smoothly.

NO

An extension telephone is "Mother's Helper"
and a friend of all the family. It keeps you from
missing important calls—makes your telephone
more valuable by increasing its usefulness.
One or more extension tele-phones can now
be installed in your home at surprisingly low
cost. You don't need to write us or come os
the office. Just call the Business Office toda3i.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

with
the new

PHANTOMOLD
No

beton need show
in the ear

Picture yourself with a
new Phantomold on your
Beltone Hearing Aid. You're poised
and relaxed even in group conversation. And no one need know you're
wearing a bearing aid!
See this newest hearing
improvement. Drop in
at the office today. Or,
mail coupon for valuable
free booklet.
twormeLed
GLLI

•

General Electric Home Freezers are available in 4- and 8-cu-ft modelsImmediate delivery.
New Reduced Price!

General Electric
Home Freezer $319°°
much faith in this great eleetrleal organisation
as we have.

G-E Home Freezer is, we think, the finest
"L home freezer you can buy. We say this after
making comparisons throughout the field.
For one thing, it's dependable. In the General
Electric Home Freezer is the very same type re.
frigerating system used in the General Electric
Refrigerator. And, more than 1,700,000 of these
systems have been in use ten years or longer.
The General Electric cabinet is called the "Perfect SeaL" Repeated laboratory tests have proved
that the cabinet keeps food frozen for several days
after the current has been "hut off.

With the General Electric Home Freezer, year
get a written fivoyear protection plan, consisting
of • one.year warranty against defective materiel
or workmanship—plus an additional hoariest
protection on the sealed-in refrigerating system'.
; Remember. when you're buying • bone freers:
you're making •long-term invemment Se invert
hi the best. Invest in • dependable. preyed,
General Electric Home Freese:.

After en, we don't have to sell you on the
General Electric name. You probably have M.

MONO-PAC
OL.L•Unit Plowing Aid

Yon may use our COPITINIRKT PAYIRINT PRAM
to purchase your new G-E Home Freezer.

0. A. ROLA/4D
BOX 727,
I

PADUCAH, HY.

Beltone Hearing Service
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.

I

obligation. I
I Please seed OW withoot costoforfans
&boat
ew PPM Booklet
ESS sod How to Overcome It.
Nem*
Lamm

&Ask
TIMM

H

ome Freezer

for quick-freezing food: at bons* ....
for storing the frozen fo ads you Iswy.

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

Phone I
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emmusimar
FOR
POTATO SLIPS

GREENFIELD
BOX CO.

- 1424 qicuvi eadivi Lteseoddie--5

FOR SALE: Vac Case Tractor,
Cultivator, Disc, Mower, and
Breaaing Plaw. Used Two
Years. Howard Baadurant,
Phow 525, Fulton.

Hosiery
of BE1UTIFUL Women

Etatairtei

standards are on the top-rung of
the ladder, but whose salaries
I ore among the lowest in the Nation, and nearly half of what
they are for comparable qualifiI cations in the schools just across
the border in Tennessee.
Although a complete report of
the conditions found in the local
will
board
the
schools by
not be made for sometime, it is
I certain that the school will re; ceive an "E" for excellence and
' an "E" for effort on all matters
; pertaining to the general organization and superiority of its
teaching staff. What the board
will recommend in the salary department is a matter that Supt.
Holland has been faced with for
a long time.
But be that as it is, Joe Johnson, and all the Joes and Marys
and Johns in the local school tell
a story of accomplishment . . .
tis a pity a grateful populace
cannot reward its teachers with
a little more than "well done,
our good and faithful servants.'

I

15 DENIER
to II

1.65

The transparent witchery of Claussner Nylons
will give you utter confidence when you promenade on Easter afternoon. So come in Ind select
your Claussner hosiery in exciting new shades
for spring and summer ... to complete 3a:cc most
fashionable ensemble.

ROBERTS STORE
Fulton

ID-INCH STAINLESS STEEL

The purpose
Health Committe
a representative
in all public pro
related to the wo
ty Health Depart
mittee should se
people reach the
ment. The Co
work only as an
representing the

HA m 3
SLICER 115 VALUE

WITH ANY PURCHASE
OF HAM AT KROGER.
SET YOURS WRAF TREY LAST!

:0::7::LB. 5i, SAUSAGE
CHUCK ROAST

Wagner Brand

LB. 35'
LB. 49'
PT. 19'
LB. 19'
EA. 25'

Pure Pork
Armour SLar

FRANKS
32'
OYSTERS
LB. 13( WHITING
LB. 49' SALT MACKEREL FILLET
Skinless

BRISKET O'BEEF
DUCKLINGS
SLICED BACON
PRIDE CORN

Large

c:„LB•
atihee,
rc

s:d
Gi

Select

Michigolden
Young and Tender
President
Brand

2

7- 11--'
1-?'"".77:-7.27.
No. 303
Csn

Cream. Style

1.95
Kroger Flour
19'
79c
HUMKO
1.13
Pure Lard
i_i„.
43c
35' Margarine
75c
31' Cheese Food
39' Easter Candies
29c
27'
10c
Paas Egg Dye
11'
29c
PEACHES
40'
37c
pple
Pinea
13'
25c
59' Grapefruit Juice
10c
English Peas
37'

25-11).
Bag

Plain or Self-Rising

PORK 6, BEANS

16-oz

3

Can

Standard
Tail

MACKEREL

Can

Standard

Can

Kroger
No.2
Can

FRUli COCKTAIL
KROGER MILK

4-1b. Ctn.

9(

The Dainty Cooking Fat

I7

8-1b.
Ctn.

2

Tall

J Cans

Firm White Pure Hog

aL

Qt.
Jar

Embassy

Ctn.

Kroger Eatmore

CORN MEAL

Bag

Honeysuckle

2

Lge.
Lys.

Twisted White Dough

COFFEE

1-Lb.
Bag

Pkg.

CRACKERS

1-Lb.
Box

Kroger Extra Thin
Ea.

LAYER CAKE
Kroger Wh:te Layer—White Icing

CHEESE FOOD

Pkg.

All Purpose Egg Oye

No. 21/,
Can

Avondale Sliced or Halves

No. 21/2
Can

Kroger Spotlight

Avondale Sliced

46-oz
Can

No. 2
Can

2-Lb. 92(
Loaf

ID

Kraft Velveeta

GREEN CORN

Tray

Husked, Trimmed, Washed, Fteady to Cook

Lb.

CELERY

Top Quality, Washed, Trimmed Pascal

5

Lb. Mesh
Bag

Pint

29c
loc
49c
35c

Fresh Red Ripe Louisiana

BANANAS
Top Quality Kroger Ripened

x00

2-1b.
Loaf

Jelly Bird Eggs, Duck Eggs, Cream Eggs

APPLES

wAs

s2615

Willeonsin Windsor Clash

SALAD DRESSING

KROGER BREAD

otos°
140

-i
46-oz. "2'

ORANGE JUICE

Pure Evaporated

James H. Amberg
For Jailer
Harry Poynor

Sizes 8'

LB. 6

Political Announcements

For County Attorney

By Bruce Und
State Health

The Kroger-Cut gives you
full halves. No center slices
are cut oft before you buy.

Kroger

For County Judge
Homer Roberts
For Sheriff
Leland Jewell
Myatt 'Mike" Johnson
1 For County—Court Clerk
Rob.(Hammer) Johnston
Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly
Hazel Bradley
For Magistrate
District No. 2
Clyde Corum

Pur
Citizen s
Com

-Arocer

FOR SALE:• Gcod usel GS Refrigerator and 40 gallon hot
water tank in good condition.
Phone 788-W.

The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of the following, subject to the action of
the Democratic Primary te be
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949:

422 Lake St.

STAR,PREMIUM, ABROS, OR EVERGOOD

CLASSIFIED ADS

ternonn and Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Alfred.
Little Amelia Ann Wallace has
"ars. E. E. Brockman, Cor.
admitted to the hospital.
been
Elliott
air. and Mrs. Hillard
BUY—SELL—HIRE—RENT
Mr.
and
Tenn.,
antra Nashville,
faman economical classified
and
with
STATION
Elliott
PIERCE
awa Mrs. Ardell
ad in this column, read each
ilia from Dresden, Tenn. spent the
and
Lawson
Roy
Mrs.
Mr. and
week throughout the Fulton
autnekend with Mr. and Mrs. Bill
the
children of Sturgis spent
trade area. No other method
ARITiott and family.
Lawson's
Mrs.
with
weekend
reaches so many for so little.
Mrs M. D. Merryman is imparents, Mr. and Mrs. Riley
2c per word
proving slowly.
First Insertion
Smith.
(minimum, 25c)
flitle Betty Brashears has
daughand
DeMyer
Irban
Mrs.
Each Succeeding Insertion Vac
'Jaren on the sick list.
ters of Obion, Tenn., spent SunMr. and Mrs. Floyd McMillin
per word.
DeMyer.
Roberta
Miss
v.dth
day
arsent the weekend in Jackson.
dauand
Ragsdale
Jerone
Mrs.
'Tenn, visiting friends and relWe will be glad to help you
ghter, Marilyn of Centralia, Ill.,
atives.
relatives prepare your ad at our office;
of
the
guests
been
have
Sue Brockman spent Monday
or mail it in with the money.
here the last few days.
in
-night with Nancy Jeffress.
visitor All classified ads are cash
social
a
was
Stem
Billy
Mr. and Mrs. V. Smiley spent
advance.
Sunday night.
Paducah
in
Ky.
agursday in Hopkinsville,
Little Jane Bobbitt Lowe has
Rev. J. F. McMinn filled his
I
quite sick.
been
Sunday
appointment
regular
GLASS installed. Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thomas AUTO
210
arg;rt at Methodist church.
Paint and Glass Co.,
the
in
moved
mother have
and
imstill
is
Weems
Mrs. Maggie
Church.
house with Mr. and Mrs. Claude
aximing.
Mr. Thomas will engage FLOOR SANDING, refinishing,
Rev. and Mrs. alatthews visit- Jones.
in farming.
Reasonable
sealing, waxing.
BradBill
Mrs.
and
Mr
with
ed
Mrs. Rixie Marrow and Mrs.
pi-ices. Work guaranteed, free
ley one afternoon last week.
Ernest
son,
and
Motton
Mollie
RHODES,
estimates. LACY
tittle Jimmy Collier - wlao has
of Hickman spent Saturday and
515 E. Gibbs Street Union City,
liven on the sick list is fine and
with Mr. and Mrs. LesSunday
Tenn. Phone 175-M.
araff again.
`alle and Mrs. Preston Watts lie Cope.
Fulof
McMillin
RUSSELL E. TRAVIS
Harold
Mrs.
vaaated Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Mrs.
Land Surveying
Sieckir and children Saturday ton surprised her mother,
Lillie McCree with a birthday
Civil Engineering.
eugnt.
Phone 437
Mrs. Wilmer Wallace and chil- , dinner at her home in Pierce 417 Eddings St.
alarm spent a few days in St. Station Sunday.
/axis with Mr. and Mrs. Oscail Little Johnie Hall and little
NOTICE
Miss Linda Pitts have measles.
Wc..11ace.
The committee of Mt. Moriah
weeklast
spent
and,
Barker
Alfred
John
Jake
Ur_ and Mrs.
Cemetery will meet at the A. C.
latzghter Jean and Mrs. Alfred's I end in Nashville.
Butts Store in Fulton on SaturAnnett
and
Paducah
Lowe
in
Royce
Joe
Saturday
spent
aunt
day, April 9 at 2: o'clock to reRogers attended the South Ful- ceive bids on mowing and upsktipping.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sorrett ton singing contest in Obion Mon keep of the cemetery for 1949.
_mod filth daughter Terry Ann of day night.
Those interested are invited to be
Hickman spent weekend with
present and submit bid.
IFIFr_ and Mrs. Douglas Smith and Joe Johnson
Mrs. Curt Muzzall, Treasurer.
ambradren.
(Continued from page one)
work. 14
air. and Mrs. Russell Johnson
WANTED: Office
ant! sou, Lyn visited Sunday af•
years' experience bookkeeping
comes effective next year, at
payrolls; some secretarial work
which time, Supt, Holland says
Excellent references. Write
the School Board will recomBox 108, Fulton County News.
mend to the City Council the
•
, employment of a school tax col- FOR SALE:
Good country hams.
I lector at one per cent commis- I Guaranteed delicious tasting!
sion.
I C. E. Williams Grocery on
Dukedc,m Road.
Volumes could be written aand,
system
bout the local school
liFe Offer You The Attractive
its inevitable success in any! FOR RENT—Large apartment
Ilaed.and Green Hoop Round
Furnace heat. Electric watcompetition it enters. For in-1
laattom Bushel Basket With
er heater. Call 843.
stance the band was judged "exa-ade Loops And Eyelets.
cellent" at the Music Festival
last week in Murray. This is a
POT Further Information, call
particular honor to Band DirecD,
TENN.
GREENFIEL
e-e,
Man or Woman
tor Harrison and to the members,
of the Parent-Teacher Associa-1
over route of estabtake
to
tion who worked diligently last
customers in
year to buy new uniforms for the! lished Watkins
Fulton. Fnil time income $45
band members.
st‘rn up, weekly. No car or investJoe's accolloalishmenta
from loyalty. Loyalty of teachers: ment necessary. We will help
GREENFIELD, TENN.
you get started in an indelike Mrs. Payne to give their
very best to a faculty whose' pendent business of your own.
Write R. A. COLLINS, c-o this
paper for a personal interview.

RICEVILLE

Lb.

15c

KARO SYRUP
:1:". 20'
SWAN SOAP
2

RED

LABEL

REG.
BAR

CAMAIVIOAP
RBAA7 13'
SOAP POWDER
Duz, Oxydoi,
LGE.
PKG

lineal Flakes

3i,

• 33' 3%
SPACF
• FULL ICU
• LONG SID
• ROLLATO
• TALL BO
• EXCLUSIV

IT'S
MCD
212 C

THE NEWS
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Volume Eighteen
lay point of view. It should assist the county health officer in
developing and maintaining the
best possible County Health Department. It should work under
the professional guidance of the
county health officer and the
By Bruce Underwood, M.D.
County Board Of Health.
State Health Commissioner
In counties that do not have a
The purpose of a Citizens county health officer or a CounHealth Committee is to serve as ty Health Department the only
a r:Tresentative of the people function of a Citizens Health
in all public problems which are Committee is to assist the people
related to the work of the Coun- in securing a County Health Dety Health Department. The Com-1 partment if they want one. We
mittee should serve to help the believe every county in Kenpeople reach the Health Depart- tucky should have a Citizens
ment. The Committee should Health Committee through which
work only as an advisory group we can reach them-and through
representing the people from a which they can reach us.

Number Fifteen

Purpose of
Citizen's Health
Committee
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The Murray State college A Christe" and "0 Bone Jesu" by
Cappella choir, under the di- Palestrena; three fuguing tunes,
rection of Joseph Golz, will pre- "Creation," "When Jesus Wept,"
sent a program in the hie and "Be Glad Thgn America" by
school at Fulton on April 15. The William Billings; and the chorperformance is one of a series1 ale "Come Sweet Death" by J.S.
being given in high schools in I Bach.
western Kentucky by the all- ,
Miss Doris Ryan, contralto of
student choir
The first part of the program Owensboro, will then sing "She
Te; Never Told Her Love" by Haydn
will include "Adoramus

....,

lop

4.*

- ii,
Ail

*
411111,
4ifloiliP

and "He Was Despised" by Han- , "The Flooded Stream" by Armatrong Gibbs and "Ah Twine No
Following Miss Ryan, the choir Blossoms" by Gliere.
will sing "The Silver Swan" by
The program will be concludOrlando Gibbons, "Weary, My ed by the choir singing "The
Heart With Thee Doth Plead" by Quest" by Johannes Brahms,
by
Orlanda DiLasso, and "Now:-in "The Marshes of Glynn"
the Month of Maying" by Thom- Joseph Clokey, "0 Sing Your
Songs" by Nobel Cain, 'Soon A
as Morley.
Miss Elsie Keskinen, soprano Will Be Done" by Dawson, and
of Ashtabula, Ohio, will sing 'Set Down Servant" by Waring.

Reeves Explains New Assessment Formula
The special session of the legislature recently ended provided
the incentive and the tools to
enable the taxpayers of every
county in the Commonwealth to
have the fair assessment of property that they have been discussing. for over half a century. This
statement was made today by
Commissioner of Revenue H.
Clyde Reeves in discussing the
forthcoming examinations being
held to qualify applicans for
the office Of County Tax Commissioner.
The County Tax Commissioner,
statement
_continued,
Reeves
whose Official title was formerly
County Assessor, is no longer a
"step child" of county government. He is nol,v a viral and important part of local government.

RIG 8-CURIC.
FOOT
REFRIGERATOR
EASY TERMS
AVAILABLE

firmly believe hhe people of
Kentucky will work with us to
achieve the best possible program of public health for- our
commonwealth.
The cooperation of the organizations and the people of West
Fulton county is requested in
this endeavor to give the people
a greater opportunity to develop ,
the type of public health program they want.

MT. CARMEL
Mrs. Ben Nlorris, Cor.

LIMiTED
QUANTITY
PACKED WITH DELUXE FEATURES

2-0 MORE FOOD STORAGE
/
•331

• EXTRA STORAGE TILTABIN
• HANDY SMALL PACKAGE
SHELF

SPACE
• FULL WIDTN HYDROVOlk
• LONG SIDE FREE/E1
• ROLLATOR COLDMAKEI

• DEEP MEAT COLDPACII
•EASY-OUT ICE TRAYS

• TALL BOTTLE STORAGE
• EXCLUSIVE HAMDEFROSTER

4 SQ. FT. OF SHELF AREA
/
• 141
•5-YEAR PROTECTION PLAN

The Woman's Missionary Union of the Mt. Carmel Baptist
Church had their regular all day
meeting Thursday at the home
of Mrs. Ben Morris with Mrs_
Charlie Herrin as co-hostess.
Eight members were present. The
meeting began with a hymn. The
devotional was given by the
chairman, Mrs. Raymond Harrison who brought out the thoughts
from Matthew 6:25-34 which was
followed by prayer by Mrs. John
Dawes. The program, In the Rur
al Community, was led by Mrs
Luby Howell assisted by Mrs

WATCH
REPAIRING

IT'S TODAY'S BEST BUY!

EFFICIENT
PROMPT and
cOURTEOUS SERVICE

MCDADE FURNITURE COMPAMY
PHONE 905

212 CHURCH ST.

SEE NORGE 3EFORE YOU EUY

R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
MAIN ST.

FULTON. KY.

OR OFFICE, SCHOOL OR HOME

.
6

SPECIAL--Friday and Saturday Only
"fic t Is rthof
.Geluan•
Our
to
l entitles the b
elle
ri
C This certFcate and
Indestructible 115.00 VACUUM FILLER SACKLESS FOUNTAIN PENS.
tee
You SEE the Ink. A lifetime 0
Visible Ink Supply.
wtth each pen.
THE PEN WITH A LIFETIME GUARANTEE

4CMERMiiiPsam>
This pen
THE NEW PLUNGER FILLER—VACUUM TYPE—ZIP—ONLY 014E PULL AND ITS FULL.
write for three
holds 200 per cent more Ink than any ordinary fountain pen an the marltet1 WK. can
(warenand
tested
months on one fillInal No repair bike. No Lever Mier! No Pressure barl Every pen
teed to be unbreakable for life. Get yours NOV/I This cortlfloato good ordy while advertising sal* is on.

LIMIT
3 Pens to
Each
Certificate

OWL DRUG STORE
Phone WO
436 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.
etre leetin wires-evenstee

Thia Pan
Will Be
It5J30
After Sale

The local tax rate, financial wellbeing of the schools anti amount
of local government service depend on his ability and willingness to do a fair job of assessing
property.
Beginning in 1950 the lowest
salary that a County Tax Comwill
missioner in any county
draw is $200 a month. This ranglimit
es up to the constitutional
depending
of $5,000 annually
on the value of assessed propert:.. in the county. Hs is also p0Jvided with deputies when required.
The new law also requires the
f.scal court in each county to
provide the County Tax Commissioner with a suitable office, furniture and equipment. He is also

one county official who must
pass an examination before he
is eligible to even get his name
on the ballot in a primary or
general election to run for the
office.
The bill also provides that
"Each County Tax Commissioner
shall assess at its fair cash value.
ail property which it is his duty
to assess." And "the property of
one person shall not be assessed
willfully or intentionally at a
lower or higher relative value
than the same class of property

Tom Wade, Mrs. Ernest Carver
and Mrs. Herman Harrison included the Lord's Prayer by -all.
The business session was held
and the meeting adjourned with
prayer bY Mrs. Ben Morris -to
meet with Mrs. Guss Donoho the
5th of May.
At the noon hour a delicious
covered dish dinner was served
to Mesdames Ernest Carver, and
little grandson, Raymond Harrison and two little sons, Tom
Wade, Luby Howell, Guss Donoho. Guests were Mrs. Bulah Fagan, Mrs. John Dawes, Mrs. Bess
Kuykendall and Mrs. Charlie
Herrin.
Rev. and Mrs. Joe Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. R. C. Goodwin were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Louise Jones and family.
Mrs. J. M. Tyson visited Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Morris Sunday
night and attended church services.
Mrs. Lola Workman, Robert
Workman and family were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Buel Sunday afternoon. Mr. and Mrs.
Buel have been in very ill health
fur sometime.
Mrs. Etta Wade spent last
week in Union City with her
son, Robert Wade and family and
her brother, Herman Scates and
family.
Bro. Royce Cruce will conduct
our Easter services Sunday. Everyone is invited to attend.
Out of town relatives who attended the funeral of Mrs. Effie Steele were Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Hampton of La Center, Ky., Mrs.
James Dugan of Hammond, Ind.,
Mrs. Ben Pollard of Eminence,
Ky., Mrs. W. R. Kimball, Mrs.
James Philips. Clinton, Ky., and
Miss Mozell Williams of Fort
Worth, Texas.
Mrs. La Vada Bard and Miss
Hattie Hampton spent the week
end with Mrs. May Hampton and
son, Harold in Cayce.
Glass sand is found in large
quantities in Illinois and Pennsylvania.

Memory Lives
In Pictures
For yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!
Make an Appoint Today.

Gardner's Studio
212 Commercial
Phone 693

J.W. is looking sad thee days
as the time dr..iws near for H.J.
to leave.
J.C. would be so much nicer
and prettier if she didn't think
so.
S.B. is looking at J.W. with
love light in her eyes.
B.O. is madly in love with a
certain boy. B., you had better
be careful.
B.W. has now decided to go to
New Orleans? I wonder why?
E. M. is grrieving for B.Y. He
must be sweet.
A.M. has a new boy friend
from U.T. Jr. College at Martin.
Cute too!
J.N. oh, me if her head gets
much bigger slie won't be able to
get in F.H. doors.
Why is J mad at J.W. Jr.?
B.B. is talking of marriage
these days.
V. M. is in love again with
G.F. of course.
R.H. is going around with
tears in his eyes these days. I
wonder why?

Mr. and Mrs. George Kines and
any property at a greater value
of Jackson, Tenn., were
than that listed by the taxpayer children
guests of relatives in
or assesses unlisted property he Sunday
must serve notice on the tax- Fulton.
payer of such action.
This bill, along with the companion bills passed by the session, enables -the taxpayers of
Kentucky to begin the solution of
their property assessment problems, Reeves concluded.

PRICE TAG ON A

Roomful
OF LOVELINESS!

CHAS. W. BURROW

of another, and a grossly discriminatory valuation shall be
REAL ESTATE and
construed as an intentional disAUCTIONEER
PUBLIC
crimination." He is required to
make a diligent effort to locate, Office Over City National Bank
identify and assess property. He
Phone 61
must also engage in official duties at least five days per week FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
during regular working hours.
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
The provision is also made that
if the Tax commissioner assesses

Exchange Furniture
Company
2Q7 Church St.

Phone 35

OPEN FOR BUSINESS!
We are pleased to announce that we have opened a shop of
our own on East State Line, and will welcome all of our old
frienis in to see us.
We are equipped with the experience and the tools to handle ALL of your metal work, heating, and air-conditioning
problems. Give us a try ... we'll please you!
We take pleasure in announcing that JOHN ("Grandpa")
WHITAKER, who has been associated with sheet metal work
in Fulton for a number of years, is now with us.

ROOFING - GUTTERS
DOWN SPOUTS
HEATING EQUIPMENT
AIR CONDITIONING
STAINLESS STEEL & ALUMINUM
WORK A SPECIALTY

SCOTT'S
TIN SHOP
E. M.(Scotty) SCOTT and JOHN WHITAKER
Fulton, Ky.
East State Line
, Phone 471

Fulton
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Write Patricia L ttane to Solve Your Problems

From Right To Left

on a picnic
‘.-otir parents will offer you a Yoa lost this,wateh
Dear Patricia:
this last summer.
Accept
summer.
this
ip
in
am
old
years
18
girl
I am a
ip and when you do forget this
love with a boy 29 years old. He
Dear Patricia:
has been married and has two man.
Will I ever have a baby?
children. My parents don't know
Dear M. W.
I am going with him and I am Dear Patricia:
Yes, within the next 2 years.
afraid to tell them. What must I, I appreciate your adivce as it
W.C.
do.
was just like you told me. Now Dear Patricia:
I have another question to ask.
Does my husband go with othDear W. C.
This girl I have met since I last
S. Mc
You have caused your parents wrote you, would she be honest er women? Would he?
Dear S Mc.
a. lot of heartaches and sleepless with me.
K.W.
Will a baby eat candy? Would
nights. If I were you I woulda child take a bar of candy if you
behave myself. Forget this man. Dear K. W.
and
girl
good
a
is
she
Yes,
offered it to him? For goodness
You don't care anything for him.
would make you a good wife. She sakes, yo uwomen make me sick
is a good honest person you have asking such questions. If you are
no worries.
a woman you won't give him any
reason for wanting to go with
Dear Patricia:
anyone else So wake up. See
me
tell
you
can
watch
I lost a
how nice arid kind you can be.
it?
find
can
where I
He won't go with anyone else.
J.E.
My Dear J. E.
It has been sometime since you le0041.04141.04,44,444ele
A Complete Service lost
your watch. You will never
find it as it is buried in a woods.
On ..•

Cars-Trucks-Tractors
We also have a complete
line of radiators and cores.
REASONABLE PRICES

Fulton Radiator Serv.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, C4ocks and Tinse
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Com
Jewe

Jimmy McClendon
Depot St.
Phone 8.22

Heat Automatically
with

COAL
Clean ... Safe ... Economical ...!
Have Us Install An

IRON FIREMAN STOKER
And Save On Your Heating Cost.

City Coal Co.
Telephone 51
High Grade Fertilizers, Immediate Delivery
Ammomk.
Everybody's Watching

.

"BEAUTENA'S"
WEIGHT
Yes,"Beautena," our store cidf, is
really growing. Come in and
check her weight—see how she's
beating the standccrd weights for
her breed. And she's really a
honey for looks. Dairy quality
sticks out all over her. We think
she proves that the Purina Calf
ocobI
Staxissna way really.does

She's Really Growing

on PURINA
CALF STARTENA

\\ I.///

YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

irs THE CHICK NEWS OF THE YEAR!

';
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Yes. Purina Research has done it
again. In Research tests. chicks
grew 12°. faster on NEW Startena
Checker Efts thcm on 1948 Start.
0
ena mash — which was the BEST
O.
1111
Purina EVER made for life and
growth. Be sure to start your .
Ove
.
1olleo 0.°O
chicks this year on Purina Start- 4%
ono Chilek•r•Etta — th• boat *vial

YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

PHONE 620
Custom Grfhding and Mixing
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Roundhouse
Round-Up

By Alice Coleman
What with these blamed robins hopping around the yard, and
that southwind blowing, and the For his portrayal of Lou Gehrig
shanty windows open, and the in Samuel Goldwyn's "The Pride
geese hitting their aerial high 'of the Yankees," Gary Cooper,
iron toward Duluth, a guy gets a natural-born right-hander, had
that old familiar spring feeling. to become a "lefty." After weeks
It's a mixture of wanderlust, a of strenuous training for the
heightened appreciation of the R110 Radio release, the lanky
pretty gals, boys and plain or- star became a full-fledged southdinary spring fever. Ho, hum, paw and aa a reault, is now ambiit's getting me too, Did you ever dextrous.
hear this joke?

Personals
Mrs. Robert Bard and Mrs.
Billy Valentine and children of
visiting
Greenville, Ky., ai.e
friends in Fulton.
Miss Lois Covington of Halls.
Tenn., is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs-. John Covington on Second
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Exum and
childi en and T. M. Exum spent
the weekend with the latter's
daughter, Mrs. Harry Plott and
Mr. Plott in Duquion, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Bouldin
and baby of McKenzie, Tenn.,
were Sunday guests of his brother, Earl and Mrs. Bouldin.
Mrs. G. A. Fain of St. Louis,
is attending the bedside of her I
father, R. A. Greene who is quite
ill in the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. Earl Boulden spent Friday in Nlemphis attending the
bedside of her nephew who is
quite ill.
Mrs. Jack Naifeh and little son,
John Micheal arrived Thursday
from Detroit to visit her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Noffel.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Kramer and children of Owensboro
were weekend guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kramer,
Sr.
Miss Lena Evelyn Taylor of
Baton Rouge, La., and Miss Kathrine Taylor of Caruthersville,
to
Mo., have arrived in Fulton
spend the Easter holidays with
their mother, Mrs. Lynn Taylor.

husband and their father, Fred
Olive, who passed away Saturday. Mr. Olive has been in poor
health quite awhile. Burial was
in Oak Grove Cemetery. Jackson Brothers were in charge.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
INCREASES EARN VALUE
T Rickman were Mr. and Mrs.
Increased soil ferJ: J. McNatt, Mr. and Mrs. Johntility enables
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hainto grow bigger and
Mr. C. M. Oliver has returned nie Foy,
StephHorace
Mrs.
betier crops on/ewMr. and
to work after a 2 week vacation, line,
er acres. Maintain
ens and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hainwhich he enjoyed.
phosphorus.rich,
a
baby.
line and
fertile soil with
W. E. Allen has returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Quitman Casey
FOUR LEAF Powwork after a two week vacation
dered Rock Phosand Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Wilin Chicago visiting with friends.
PtiOS HATE phs.e.
liams attended the dance in FulPNU1 p•ymento mode ea Its 044
ton Wednesday night.
When success turns a fellow's
Mr. and Mrs. H. J Roberts of
his
wring
head, it should also
Mayfield called on Mr. and Mrs.
neck.
Charles T. Cannon
J. P. Owen awhile Sunday eveMrs.
that
hear
to
We are glad
ning.
Fulton, Ky
Route
5,
along
getting
is
Howell
Robert
Junior Casey and Marion Taynicely after being on the sick lor attended the show in Fulton
r irrere re t 71404110N PNOSPOIATI CO.
list.
Wednesday night.
407 7.. Doarbern, 0444.ge, IR.
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Matlock
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House called
in at the home of Mrs. Catherine
and children spent Sunday
Paducah visiting with relatives.' Olive awhile Sunday evening.
Mrs. Paul Deming and son
were
Owen
Jane and Sue
have returned to their home in guests of Joyce Taylor Thursday
Jackson, Tenn., after a visit with evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Holly.

Mr. Robin blinke dhis eyes as
he looked in the nest, then he
said accusingly, "How about that
egg? It doesn't look like the
others!"
and
Fluttered
Mrs. Robin:
chirped innocently, "I only did
it for a lark."

Friendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

r

C Let us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.

FRED OLIVE

Fred Olive, farmer of near Fulton, died Saturday at his home
after about four years of poor
health. He was 68.
Mr. Olive v,.as the son ef Lewis
and Amanda Hainline Olive and
came here several years ago from
Arkansas. He was a member of
of
Church
the- Knob Creek
Christ.
He leaves his wife; a son, Lewis Olive of Newark, N. J.; two
daughters, Mrs. Elvis Steele of
Pilot Oak and Mrs. Harold Whit
of Beelerton.
Funeral services were held
DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mcnday at Oak Grove Church of
Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.
Christ, with burial in the church
Of
direction
eemetePy under
cammunity
this
from
Several
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
attended the Army Dpy program
of Dukedom, Term
in Fulton Wednesday.
Mrs. Tennie House visifed her
sister, Mrs. J. E. Finley Saturday
Keep Smiling
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roberts
were the weekend guests of her
sister, Mrs, Raymond Coltharp
Chiropractic Office
and family.
Mrs. Tremon Rickman came
DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
home from the hospital Friday.
Palmer Graduate
She is slowly improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr.
MICRO-DYNAMETIER
and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and Joyce
X-RAY
were in Fulton Saturday.
Phone 1525
This community extends sym- 222 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.
pathy to Mrs. Catherine Olive
her
of
and children in the loss

PHILLIPS'

J.
Sunday ;
Morning
Training
Evening
Mid-Wee
7:15 p. n

And remesiber--like ell Swift Chicks, these special broiler chicks ere:
. They have been developed from
Husky
strains which show the greatest vigor and fastest
rate of growth
Healthy .. Breeding flocks have
been carefully tested to eliminate all pullorum
reactors. All Swift Chicks are U. S. PullorumPassed r- better.
Nerdy . . They are produced from strairu noted
for high livability, hatched and cared for under
hoviial-elearl conditions. Many flock owners have
reported that every Swift Chick they purchased
lived.
Drop in and see us for further information about these or any
other tireeds of Swift's Strain-Tested Chicks. And here's one more
good reason for buying your chicks from Swift—we want to buy
your top quality poultry. •

Order Your Chicks Today
from
Fe also hare that good
FEED!

SWIFT'S
HATCHERY
411 East Stale Line

Fill your crib with good, sound corn. Pioneer ears have
deep grain and sinall cobs. The kernels are sound and solid.
weigh out heavily, often overrun measured cribs from 5 to
15% -when shelled. With Pioneer, you get more corn, less cobs
per bushel. Plant Pioneer. Place your order now.

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

It Pays To Advertise In The News!
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See us attd see the year's biggeit
values in home appliances! They're
Hotpoint's brilliant 1949 array of
household worksavers... streamline
styled, feature packed and built for
lastink service by America's Foremost Kitchen and Home-Laundry
Planners. Product by product and
feature by feature you get more for
your money from Hotpoint! Come
in and see why.

Tr:

wm. c.

Holy Co
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Se
W. E.
Sunday
Morning
Evening
Mid-Wee

.
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Young F
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Pres

Sunday
Mornini
Night

1.1n
Pre:

Everybody's
Pointing to

Appliances

FULTON, KY.

p'4741,-t PIONEER 4ba

B1
Sunday
Morning
Evening

F:

See How HOTPOINT'S
Matched Appliances
Can Add to Gracious
Living in Your Home

USUALLY OVERPIONEER
MEA.SURED CRIBS
RUNS
PROM S to 15%

Se
J. C
Sunday
Morning
Training
Evening
Prayer F.

Phone 68

Afeir HOTPOINT
VALUES FOR 19

WHICH DO YOU WANT
. .. COeiOR CORN?

CI:UR

COLEMAN SERV. STA
Dukedom highway

eretheyere/1

We are glad to hear that Mrs, I
Louis Holley is improving afta
being confined in Haws Clinic.
Caller Porter Twigg is back to
work after a two week vacation.
to
C. R. Bradberry is back
work after a week vacation
with
which was spent visiting
relatives around Martin.
Tommie Mahan has the picture
of our train that was in the Army
Day parade in case any of you
want one call Tommie Mahan
or me.
If somebody's looks or thoughts
please you, why not say so,

Frida

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 MAIN SI.

FULTON

PHONE 201

REV. L
Sunday
Mornini
ery Sur

The g
in pout
alive in

years.

5. 1949

Friday, Api

I:, 1949

CEURCH CALENDAR
First Baptist
Church

icts

r witb

TA
,nei 68

Second and Eddings
J. G. HEISNER, Pastor
Sunday School
9:45 a.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.
Training Union ....
6.30 p. m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p. m.
Prayer Service Wed..... 7:30 p. m.

.

South Fulton
Baptist Church

J. T. DRACE, Pastor
Sunday School
9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Training Union
6:15 p. ni.
Evening Worship
7:30 p. m.
Mid-Week Service - Wednesday
7:15 p. m.

Ids ens
d from
id fastest

Riceville
Baptist Church
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship .

10:00 a. m.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p. m.

Crutchfield
Baptist Church

r any
TOrt
0 buv

Liberty
Baptist Church
Middle Road
BOB COVINGTON, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship . 11:00 a. rn. 1
Training Union .
6:30 p. m. •
Evening Worship ...
7:15 p.
Mid-Week Service Thurs. 7:60 ,
510 Eddings Street
Phone 1355-J for Holy Day and
daily schedule.
REV. THOMAS L1BS, Pastor
Masses at 8: a. m. every Sunday
except the fourth, and that at
10: a. m. Confession before 8.
o'clock mass. Benediction following Sunday mass.

First Christian
Church
Carr Street
PERRY L, STONE, Minister
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Church School
10:00 a. m.
Mid-Week service Wed 7:00 p. m.

Christian Science
Society
Carr Street
Sunday School
.
9:45 a. m.
Sunday Service
11:00 a. m.
Wed. Testimonial
. 7:30 p. m.
Reading Room Open Wednesday
thru Saturday
3 to 5 p. m.

Central Church
of Christ
Second and Carr
CHAS. L. HOUSER, Minister
Bible School ..
10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
Mid-Week Service Wed. 7:30 p.m.

Church of God
CHARLIE 51ACKINS, Pastor
Sunday School
. 10:00 a. m
Preaching (Mornisig; sll :00 a. m.
Preac,hing (Evening) 7:00 p. m.
Services every Wednesday and
Friday night 7:15 p. m.

111

COS

Trinity Episcopal
Church
wm. C. TAYLOR, Jr., Minister
Holy Communion

11:00 a. m.

First Methodist
Church
Second and Carr Sta.
W. E. M1SCHKE, Master
Sunday School
9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
10:55 a. m.
Evening Service
7:30 p. m.
Mid-Week service Wed. 7:30 p. m

FIRST CALL

KELVINATOR

OUTid
r °
e IIS!

Home Freezers
8 cu. ft. size: 210-lb capacity: 5-iear guarantee.
Solid Oak Porch Swings
Built to take the weather and
all kinds of treatment. Slat
seat and back . . complete
with chains, hooks, etc.

REGULAR PRICE
SPECIAL CLOSEOUT PRICE

I

SAVE

LAWN MOWERS
lf the old mower won't "take it" another season, now
is the time to drop in and buy a new one this weekend while this special oiscount is in effect! All ballbearing models; 16 and 18-inch cutting edges. Regularly $19.95 to $26.95.

ApEx

moNERs

$39.95

SAVE

$59.95

IN OUR RECORD DEPT:

All Album
Sets 2

10% OFF

Price

INCLUDING POPS: CLASSICS, HILLBILLY,SEMI-CLASSICS!
CLASSICS INCLUDE: Brahms, Beethoven, Mozart, Wagner,
Mendelssohn, to name a few.
POPULAR ALBUMS INCLUDE such artists as Crosby, Ellington, E. Howard, Whiteman, Dorsey, Les Brown and many
more.
LABELS INCLUDE RCA-Victor, Columbia, Decca, Capitol,
MGM and Majestic, and others.

BRAND NEW - REVOLUTIONARY

DORMEYER MIXERS
They've just arrived ... these new, 1949 styles with brand-new
innovations! See the POWER CHEF . .. with food-chopper
attachment. It mixes .. juices .. mashes .. whips .. shreds . .
grinds .. beats .. folds... and creams! Includes 3 bowels, juicer,
food chopper and 10-speed motor.

COMPLETE $39.95
NEW! DURAN PLASTIC

24-HOUR
RADIO
REPAIR
SERVICE

PLATFORM ROCKERS
You'll love the DURAN PLASTIC COVER because it will take all kinds of rough treatment and
can be cleaned in a jiffy. Spring seat construction,
walnut - finish w o o d.
Your choice of blue, red
or green.
(Solia arms,$292,5)
Plain Arnig

95

We carry a complete stock of parts and tube5
for all makes
models, and we repair all
makes and models-24 Hour Service.
Pickup and Delivery

FIBST QUALITY LINOLEUM

RUGS 9.95

THE LATEST PHONOGR PH

atOaf

Brands you know and can de-

Seal, Sloan. Patterns and colors

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine

to suit your taste. NOW REDUCED TO

$9.95

Cumberland
Presbyterian Church

The germ causing tuberculosis
in poultry and swine may stay
alive in the soil for five or more
years.

19.95

APEX WASHERS

College and Green
J. C. MATTHEWS, Pastor
Bible School
9:45 a. m
Morning Worship
10:45 a. m.
Young People's Society 6:30 p. m.
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m.

Oil Highway 94
REV. LONNIE STONER, Pastor
Sunday School
. 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Every Sunday except fifth Sunday.

$269.95
$200.00

SAVE

pend on . . . Armstrong, Gold

Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church

(tax incl)

ahis is a manufacturers' reduction; former
79c records

Church Of The
Nazarene

Second and Eddings
E. RUEB, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a..m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. tn.
Night Worship .
7:00 p. m.

COLUMBIA RECORDS, NOW 63'

100

Strong, light-weight tubular steel
AUTOMATIC
frame. Your choice of red or green enaELECTRIC
Model 829, All Porcelain Tub
mel. Weatherproof ... built to last.
Regular Price
$159.95
Regular Price
$139.95
ROCKER STYLE
$6.50
STRAIGHT CHAIR STYLE
$5.95 Special Close-Out Price $100.130 Special Close-Out Price __._ $100.00

JOE WILSON, Pastor
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Preaching second and fourth
Sundays 11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.

St. Edwards Church

NEW REDUCED PRICES!

319-323 WALNUT bT.••• SitiCe4e/Oze
.4r.••• FULTON,KY •••

LAWN CHAIRS

Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church

Page e

fULTON at[TRICiflIfiNITLIK co. 40•cd

$1.95

JOE WILSON, Paator
Sunday Schoo/
10:00 a. m.
Preaching first and third Sundays 11.00 a. m. and 7:00 p m.
ru noted
•r undtr
rs have
rchased

-

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentuc
ky

YARD GOODS

1. Cruising down
the river

6. Powder Your Face
'With Sunshine

2. Far away places

7. Careless Hands

3. Red Roses For A
Blue Lady

8. Galway Bay
9. So Tired

We have plenty of it, by

4. Sunflower

Armstrong, Gold Seal and

5. Forever and Ever

10. I've Got My Love
To Keep Me Warm

Sloan, Six . and nine-foot
widths.

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Ftecord Racks, Extra Albatns, Needles, Metal Storage
Hassock-Type Starlit Owen (hold 100 records).

•
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1.00,
9
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY
Originated in 1937

"T" SECTION

Greetings to Norma Dale Kindred Underwood who now lives
in Chicago, Ill. We were very
happy to htar from you. Norma
Dale was a former second stitcher in the 4th unit.
Mrs. Coy Harrison honored her
husband with a delightful birthday dinner Sunday, April 10.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Abb Dublin and son Donald
Woodrow Dublin and daughter,
Mildred Velma Fagan and sons,
Tommie and Joey, J. T. Moore,
Mrs. Willie Morris and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Tubersvitte, Doyle
Patsy, Rose Hainly\ and
and
daughters, Shirley and 'Joyce,
A. C. Dublin and Sammie Lou
Mills
Compliments of the week go to
"Mr. Alford Cosby" who was very
handsome in his store bought

dren.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Crawford
Carrye Lee Etheridge
Mrs. Clayton Kyle was the has as their Saturday evening
guest of her sister, Mrs. Parker supper guests the former's sister, Mrs. J. C. Orrell and Mr.
McClure, Saturday.
101r. and Mrs. Willie Cavender Orrell of Chattanooga, Tenn;
Gerald Ward Wiley of Martin
.and Max Cannon spent Sunday
milli Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faulk- spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Wiley and son.
Agnes Peeples
Shirley and
Fiaymond, Gus and Bob enjoythetr
ed fishing at Kentucky Lake spent the weekend with
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Sunday'.
attended Peeples on Route Two.
Williams
Nellie
Miss Martha Rushing spent
•church at Sandy Branch Sunday.
LaDatha Fuller, who is a mem the weekend with her mother in
ber of the F.H.A. and several Hickman.
Chief Petty Officer Alvin Loveher members made an enjoyanti
Able tip to St. Louis last week ett, Mrs. Helen Fetherston
son were guests of Mr. and Mrs
end.
Ive Brumley is enjoying a Archie Martin and family who
entertained with a delightful
row refrigerator.
Tuesday
last
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon chicken dinner
Amiga to announce the recent mar- week.
Mr. and -Mrs. Hubart Pittman
rkage of their daughter, Mary
Beth to Johnny Munson of San spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Stancel.
.1Widego, Calif.
Mary Katherine Hale and Isa-'
Effie Clark is the proud ownbel Hale were in Memphis on
ner of a new washing machine.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Ray spent Monday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Burns
'Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
and Danny visited the former's
Mrs. Frank Gilbert.
Mrs. Hattie Hill, of Louisville, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Burns of Cayce last weekend.
in visiting Mrs. Willie Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Latham,
We wonder who the Hickory
:Log waitress was calling "Sweet- Mr. and Mrs. Adrain McDade
and Bill Hainline visited Mrs.
wear Raymond or Irwin?
Sunday.
Mrs. E. E. Callis and Gene at- Theodore Hainline
Mr. and Mrs. Murrel Stevens
'mauled the Obion County Singing
and children visited the former's
r.sravention Sunday.
is a patient in the
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Mangold father who
Baptist Hospital in Memphis
.1.st Hiclunan had dinner with Mr.
- - _
.ratad Mrs. Wade Hampton Cox Sunday.
Mrs. Ruth Jones and Frances
.'Sunday.
Lee visited Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Marion T. Cannon spent SunTegethoff and family in Mayfield
Edwin
Amy with Mr. and Mrs.
last weekend.
.Cannon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wilson,
and Norman Wayne of Paris
and
Laird,
Cecil
Mrs.
:Yin and
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. John Pope
Alfr. and Mrs. Elvie Jackson
and Johnny of Kenton, Tenn.,
Mrs.
and
Mr,
with
Sunday
. vent
spent Sunday with Mrs. Elizabeth
Grubbs.
.Sarnes
Pope.
Lucille McDaniel was away
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Johnson
Irian 'work last week due to illand childr, were Sunday guests
ness.
Mrs. James Kimbell
Mr.
Ruby and Monroe Wilkerson of
Wingu. They attended servSunday dinner with Mar- of
ices at the Methodist church.
,g,aret and Duncan Alexander.
Joan and Linda returned home
Mrs. Johnny Munson spent
with them to spend Sunday night.
friday with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Mr. and Mrs. Tem Murphy at,Cannon.
tended the singing convention
I've heard of people havIng in_
held at Mt. Ziori Sunday.
Ilimenza, but I've never heard of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Underwood
anyone having it sideways. Have I
and Fr,:nces had as their supper
you, Garvine?
guests Friday night Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Holt and Mrs. Edivin
Mrs. George Weaver, Mr and
Wu._
H.
N.
Mrs.
'''eannon visited
Mrs. Odis Harrison and james
OLDTL
Gilbert.
attendMoore
Narie
and
Marie
Maitha Luther has repoi‘ed
mil the Fulton-Hickman county
ainging convention at Mt. Zion for work each day for the past
thren weeks ? ? ? ?
Z3otruiay.
Cumrninghams
C
hail better go fishRoby.
househ,,,,.
12W, suit!: Frank every lime he was honored with a
last Tues(ay at nc.m
becausa he ml, ' catch shc
roerma.,.1 so:net:me al.- then give.) by the "B" section. Co-1
anouldn't you be mad because nelia receive41 many beautiful
ahd useful gifts. Now tell me
-ytu didn't get to see it?
you had tears Conelia.
Martha, you're no longer an
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Sanders,
apptimatiee, you are hereby officially promoted to first class, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Sanders and ,
Lake!
atter what happened to you Mike drove to Reelfoot
..21arcny Day. Guess you'll remem- Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Rose and
*ler to go armed next year with
Saturday' evening .
,a phig of Brown's mule and a children were
Guthrie
neall of Bruton's snuff to use in guests of Mr. and Mrs.
I
Luther.
-self defense.
her
as
had
Mabbs
Fannie
Mrs.
work
Ruth, you hurry back to
and
.von because we have had to hire Saturday dinner guests Mr
Tenn.
a girl just to cut Dinky's thread Mrs. J. C. Combs of Bemis,
Mrs..Tommie Lewis of Union
every time she leaves her ntaHickman I
mhine so she won't be so lone- City, Pearl Council of
and Mr. and Mrs. Max Tully of
statue for you.
Gary, Ind.
From all reports "Gismo Forte-"B" SECTION
surn...:s Cosby" was quite a hit in
Martha Luther
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Crittenden the minstrel at Columbus, Ky.
and Helen, Mr. and Mrs. Norman last Friday evening.
Mrs. Emma Butts has been adsCaittenden were dinner guests of
Wit. and Mrs. Raymond Wallace mitted to the Haws Hospital.
Mrs. Nannie Trevathan who is
and Gary Sunday.
Miss,Bonnie Cherry was the also a patient in the Haws Hos-w-eekend guest of Miss Sammie pital is slightly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gill and
Douthitt.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Cooly, Mr. Carolyn were Sunday guests of
.4Tki Mrs. Lewis Cooly and daugh- Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Roby of Water
ter, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cun- Valley.
Mary Katherine Hale was the
ningham Linda and Ruth were
tbe Sunday dinner guests of Mr. Sunday guest of Miss Lois SpenAnd Mrs. Paul Cooly and chil- t cer in Martin.

&I
°_"AND TIME TO
•

WITH
WkLLPAPIRS,
GUARANTEED FOR THREE YEARS

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
210 Church St.

Phone 909

night.
open from 12 to 1 o'clock each fress and- daughter Sunday
Mr, and Mrs. Paul Gargus of
day Monday through Friday.
Murray visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed.... ward Haman Sunday afternoon.
MARY NELL PAGE
Mrs. Earnest LeCornu spent
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey visSunday with Mr. and Mrs. Otis ited Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Lamb
LeCornu.
in Mayfield Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Daisy Wells and Peggy of
Dr. and Mrs. Philip Brigg of
Union City spent the weekend Louisville visited Mr. and Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Perry. Earl Taylor Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle visMrs. Roy Greer and Wanda
ited the former's father in Farmvisited Mrs. Earl Taylor Monday
ington, Ky., Sunday afternoon.
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates
Mr and Mrs. L. C. Bethel and
were in Mayfield Sunday afterMr. and Mrs. Max Tully have noon.
two sons left Monday for their
returned to their home after
Mr. and Mrs. Terrell Hamilton home in Detroit, Mich.
spending the past week with the and son and 4,ks, Corrie HamilMr. and Mrs. Edward Haman
Mrs. Fannie'
latter's mother,
ton of Mayfed spent Sunday visited Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Griswith Mrs. Edith Nall and Helen! som Saturday night. The evening
was spent playing rook.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves and Nall.
daughter are returning to Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins.! Mrs. H. W. Ruddle was taken
to make their home.
Mary Nell Page and daughter to Haws Hospital Monday for an
The local union office is now visited Mr• and Mrs. Alton Jef- operation. She is getting along

cloths Army Day. Twinkle-twinkle.
Silly Sallies
Inseamer to V-outlet girl, "Hey
go to work up there.''
V-outlet girl to inseamer with
her nose curled, "Who are you?"
Inseamer, ''Why I'm your inseamen"
V-outlet girl, "Well I'm your
V-outlet girl."
Inseamer, "How do you do."

.
nicely now.
Pfc. Lloyd E. Ruddle called his
parents Monday after arriving in
the States. He is expected to be
home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hawkins
spent Sunday with Mrs. Hawkins
father and tnother in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Taylor, Jr.,
and Russ spent Sunday with Mrs.
Taylor's parents, Mr. and S. S
Smith.
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Rev. and Mrs Robert Grant
of Sewanee, Tenn., will be Easter., guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. A
Clifton. Rev. Grant will conduct
Easter services at Trinity Episcopal church.
Mrs. Fred Stokes and daughter, Virginia, of Hickman were
visitors in Fulton Saturday.

PI
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Warm weather has
long the building urge
Countiy Club Court, 1
derson's pleasantly-lot
dential addition to ea
A look around out t
week disclosed excavs
at work on Theodore
Jr's new home at the
hill, and work is p
nicely on Dr. D. L. .1
home across the street.
All that this additior
ready access to downt
ton via Vine street exte
a charming county lane
only the replacement o'
ed-otn. culvert.

FULTON, KENTUCKY
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COATS SUITS and TOPPERS

12" 4,,'

TOPPERS

TOPPERS,SUITS 1
6
95
,
'19" LONG COATS
SUITS
$2495 LONG COATS $1995
$2250 TOPPERS

Fe; tilizer Represen
To Meet Farmers

C2405
REGULAR $2f395
'hi
LONG CATS,SUITS ND

Because of a shortage o
gen fertilizers, Mississipp
Farm Bureau has organiz
Mississippi Chemical C
tion to produce nitrogen
ers and sell them to farm
cost.
A representative of this
ration will be at Cayce
next Tuesday night. April
7:30 p. m. to discuss thi
with loeal farmers.
Roy Bard, president,
County Farm Bureau, Li-.
farmers who are interes
the program'to attend
ing.

AND TONERS
This marvelous group of toppers, coats and suits are substantiaUy
reduced for your Easter shopping. We have many beautiful styles
in all wool covert, blended gabardine, 10070 wool gabardine and
suedes. All models are fully lined in matching rayon satin. Choice
of popular spring pastels and dramatic navy and black. Stylish coats
and toppers with Barrymore collars, flange shoulders, deep cuffs and
flared back interest. Smart suits with nipped-in waists, slim skirts
and novelty button trim, also fully lined in matching rayon satin.
Sizes from 9 to 15 and 10 to 16 for coats and toppers, sizes for suits,
10 to 20.

YOUR EASTER DRESS
A

Special Purchase and Sale

MULTI-FILAMENT CREPE SLIPS _

$595

• Lace tronmed or
• Tailored styles
•Straight cut
• Four gore style
• Sizes 32 to 44

Imagine an Easter dress for as little as
$5.95! Well, take your pick from our one
or two-piece styles in choice of solids.
prints and combinations. They're reallylovely and have peplums, ric-rac trim, buttons 'n bows and many other attractive
features. In crepes, swishy taffeta, butcher
rayon, cottons and Lonna falle. Your
2
/
sizes from 9 to 15, 10 to 20, 38 to 44, 161
2 and 46 to 52.
/
to 241
Other Styles $6.95 and $8.95

SPRING BLOUSES
• Prints
•Solids
• Crepes
• Cottons
• Batiste

$198

Take your pick from our group of new
spring blouses! In garden-fresh colors .. •
in printed and solid rayon crepes, soft cotton
and dainty batiste. Cap and short sleeves.
Dress up your new suit or best skirt with
one of these budget-priced blouses in choice
of tailored or dress-up styles. Sizes from
32 to 38.

We thought we had
story on liquor hi-jacke
ing locally over last
but yesterday we fa
didn't.
It seems that last weel
of the men in our sin
Damron, who lives in
was stopped on the Mar
way by two men in plai
as he was on his way hc
work; the men forced hio
--Over to the side of the n
flashing a badge throu,
car window. After searc
car. (and finding not).
course) they took off a
rate of speed.
Curious, Datnren chec
the Tennessee highway
and found that they kne
ing about the :nen, wl
bore Shelby County tags
ler did the Martin police.
about come to the co
that something was going
sitle the law. v,!hen the
Chief called Memphis ar
tied the fact that Shelby
mel had Win doing I
), checking up on illicit liqt
tic in northern Tennessee.

298

Easter Surprise! These slightly imperfect slips are made by a well
known manufacturer, whose name we
are not permitted to use. But the imperfections are so small, you'd never
see them! They really lit and are
guaranteed washable, in choice of
white or tearose multifilament crepe.
In sizes 32 to 44.

EASTER HATS--Budget Priced!
$298 and $398
Adorable hats for misses and
matrons . . . ageless styles in
sailors, bonnets, off-face and
brims! They're be-ribboned, bedecked with luscious spring
Bowers and topped with filmy
veiling. In black, white, toast,
navy, kelly and natural straw.
Select your Easter Bonnet today!
Other Styles $1.98 and $4.95
411111111111MINIMINAMMIN
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ATTEBERRY NAM
MAY COURT JUR

Justin Atteberry, clerk
Fulton County Circuit Co
today announcing the jure
the May term of court, whi
gins in Hickman on Monday
2 and comes to Fulton on
day May 9. It will be a
week term.
Mr. Attebery states tha'
docket is light with 16 Con
wealth cases on the Fulton
et and 11 Commonwealth
on the Hickman docket.
.The jurors are as follows:
Petit Jury
Clarence
Reynolds, C
Crocker, John Pierson, 1
Weaks, Carl Reed Richarc
lew, Thurman Cagle, Dick
grove, W. P. Burnett, Fred I
Rupert Browder, Shelton
Bob White, Allen Jones, :
Scearce, Arthur Thompson,
O. L. Sutton, Hoyt Youree,
Bard, M. C. Bondurant,
Brov.m. Archie Kemp, Ga
Jones, J. E. Fall, Jr., Ed By,
Charlie Childers, C. A. Jacl
Drew Leip, C. H. Bryant, F
T. Beadles, M. B. Major, 1
Owen, Catlett Graves, F
Green, Jr., W. A. Scearce
Clyde Linder.
Grand Jury
Will Jeffries, Clyde Nes;
James Meacham, E. E. Br
man, F. TI. Riddle, Pin)
Fleming, J. R. Davie, Lu
Hutchinson, Vernon Jones, J
Shaw, Cly H. Duley, A. B.
erhy,
bert Brasfield, Len
• Simpson, Floyd
Speed, J.
Calvin, G. B Mangold, C.
Stephens, Welaon King, Gec
Rogers, Ivan Brady, M. I. Bo
ton, J. B. McGee, Jr.,
and C
Taylor.

